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SPECIAL SESSIO~, } 
U. S. Senate. 
SENN.I.1E. 
REPORT 
OF 
{ Ex.Doc. No. 2. 
THE SECRETARY OF THE IN TERIOR, 
COMJ\1UNICATING, 
In compliance with a resolution ef the Senate ef tlie 30th ultimo, reports ef the 
government directors ef the Union Pacific Railroad Company. 
APRIL 2, 1867.-Read; ordered to lie on the table and be printed. 
DEPARTMENT OF !!'HE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., April 2, 1867. 
Sm : In answer to a resolution adopted by the 8€:nate on the 30th ultimo, 
requesting the Secretary of the Interior "to transmit to the Senate a copy of the 
report of the government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, made 
during the last year, and that the same be printed when received," I have the 
honor to enclose reports from ~he government directors of the said railroad com-
pany, as follows, dated respectively, February 28, May 17, August 30, September 
14, October 2, November 23, and December 1, 1866, January 7, 10, and 30, and 
March 2, 1867. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
0. H. BROWNING, Secretary. 
Hon. B. F. WADE, 
President of the Senate ef tlie United States . 
. FORT WAYNE, INDIANA, February 28, 1866. 
SIR: The quarterly meeting of the directors of the Union Pacific Railroad 
Company, which in regular course should have taken place on the first Wednes-
day in January, was held in New York on the 7th of F~bruary. The govern-
~ent directors, having only a few aays before had the honor of reporting to you 
1n person, separated without making a further report upon the general business. 
The undersigned, as a member of the committee on location and construction, 
d.evoted some time after the adjournment to a cateful examination of the addi~ 
tional topographical and engineering facts bearing upon the location, as ascer-
ained by the surveys of 1865, so far as at that time had been reported to the 
office. In this investigation I had the important aid of Mr. James S. Evans, 
one of the intelligent and enterprising engineers of the company, who during 
the past two seasons have conducted these very important surveys. 
The report of the government directors, dated July 8, 1865, contained the 
following brief refe_rence to the surveys proposed for the working season of that 
:Year: · 
"!!.,or the field-work of 1865, two foll engineer parties have been sent out, 
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with a third party, numerous enoua-h for separate explorations, in advance· 
'fhe _instructions given by the vice-president for the season's work cover the 
location from the 100th meridian to the eastern base of the Black Hill range, 
together with a survey of the South Pass route via the North Platte; and also 
the ascertainment of the fact whether or not a better route than the one surveyed 
last year from the Black Hills to Salt Lake can be found further south, passing 
through the basin of the Green and Uintah rivers." 
T~e survey.s and explorations between the Laramie river and Salt lake,under 
the charge of Mr. Samuel B. Reed, civil engineer, not having been reported to 
the office, owing probably to his engagement in construction during the winter, 
any special reference to that portion of the route must be deferred. I understand 
that Mr. Reed ran a line eastward from some point of connection with the Bridger 
Pass line of 1864, via South pass, and down the Sweetwater valley. He 
also made a reconnoissance of the W ahsatch mountain range, southeast from 
Utah lake, to test the practicability of a line from Salt lake to the Green river 
basin, via the Spanish .Fork and the Uintah river, passing along the southern 
base of the Uintah mountains. ':rhe feasibility of getting into the Green river 
basin from the east, by crossing its eastern rim, through the head branches of 
the Platte on one side and of Bear river on the other, was examined by Mr. 
Evans. He reports that he followed up the most promising branch of the Lar• 
amie river, and found its direction and other features so unfavorable as to afford 
little ground to expect a practicable line across this part of the mountain range. 
The party in charge of Mr. Evans was chiefly employed during the season 
in perfecting the route across Black Hilli, and in connecting the surveys thence 
eastward along the Platte with the definite location from Omaha westward. A 
part of the :field-work marked out for 1865 was necessarily deferred to the com-
ing season, mainly in consequence of harassing disturbance and apprehen'ion 
from .Indian hostilities. And yet important progress has been made toward the 
• solution of those weighty problems of location that must arise in the P!·oper 
adjustment of two thousand rpiles of railroad line traversing. a vast mountainolll 
region, which, after all the liberal and wisely directed efforts of the government 
and its competent corps of topographical engineers, was found, at the commen?e· 
m,ent of these surveys, in great measure unexplored. A connected surver, wit~ 
actual distances and levels, can now be reported from Omaha on the M1sso_un 
river to Salt Lake City, presenting a feasible line, both as to cost of construction 
and future- working. The distance by the longer of two feasible routes ov~r'.he 
Black Hills (the Cache la Poudre line) is 1,079 miles, subject to any var1~t10n 
which a definite location may cause. This surveyed distance is about thu~y-
:five miles .less than was assumed by Lieutenant Beckwith from his exploratwn 
in 1852, as given in the report of the Secretary of War. 
In pursuance of the policy governing the board, looking not only to a ~rac· 
ticable route but the discovery of the very best route over the difficult sect10n?, 
a continued liberal expenditure of time and means in preliminary surveys 15 
contemplated by them. The definite survey of the Lodge Pole line, fr?m the 
mouth of that stream to the base of the mountains at Camp W albach, hitherto 
only assumed in the comparison, the completion of the survey of the ~ou~h Pa~3 
and North Platte route, with a l'econnoissance, at least, of the Laramie nver, ID 
the section cutting through the Black Hills, where its canons are reported M 
formidable, are among the important preliminary examinations marked out fo~ 
the coming season: And as the question between the north and south fork! 
of _the P~atte '!ias a bearing, necessarily, upon the yet open questio~ _as to !he 
pomt of JUnct10n of the Kansas and Iowa branches on the 100th mendian, which 
it i~ the province of the President of the United States to establish, and a th} 
rapid progress of the grading westward will probably require the settlement 0 
tbis question within this year, I have suggested to the board that the surrey 
of tbe North Platte be completed at the earliest day practicable. 
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The nature of the mountain barrier stretching at right angles across the route 
of the Pacific railroad, known as the Black Hills, is well understood. Though 
but a spur of the main Rocky mountains, and not of itself the divide of the 
continent, yet the Black Hill range rises rather abruptly, at the lowest pa s yet 
surveyed, some three thousand feet above the valley of the South Platte, near 
its base. Taken in connection with the Park mountains, sometimes called the 
Snowy Range, lying west of Denver, which rise generally two thousand to three 
thousand feet higher, and from which the Black Hill range ia an offshoot, the 
whole chain from the South Park, near the head waters of the Arkansas, to the 
point where the North Platte cuts through it, is in length transversely with our 
line over two hundred miles. When the surveys of this year are completed, 
a large proportion of three successive seasons will have been devoted by engi-
neers of the company in instrumental examinations of this mountain barrier at its 
several points of greatest relative depression. 
The board seem to have recognized, as a sound general policy, the idea of 
touching, in the location of this work, built for the development of our in-
terior resources as well as for through commerce, those districts in which our 
enterprising people have formed settlements, growing speedily into States of the 
Union, and where they have already built up important material interests either 
in mining or agriculture, when this can be done without too great increase of 
distance. In 1864 Mr. F. M. Case, engineer, was instructed to examine by 
actual survey, and otherwise, the practicability of crossing the mountain range 
lying directly west of Denver. His report, in which was embodied the route 
of a previous examination made in 1862, refers to five distinct routes south of the 
Cache la Poudre line, which had been spoken of as possible or practicable for • 
railroad purposes, and over two of which, in his judgment the most feasible, he 
h&.d made an instrumental reconnaissance. At the Hoosier pass, the most 
, southerly of the five, the grade line assumed was estimated to be 10,650 feet 
above the sea level, and requires a tunnel 2½ miles long. 'I1he route to the 
other pass, besides the objection of running for twenty miles through the canons 
of the South Platte, seems to carry the road too far south of the proper direction 
to Salt lake. At the Berthoud pa~s, directly west from DeRver, the grade line 
assumed· as most judicJous is reported, from actual tending wflst of that point, 
as 10,280 feet above the sea, requiring a tunnel 3¼ miles long through granite 
rock. The 1mmmit of the mountain here rises 1,280 feet above the tunnel. No 
point of crossing this mountain range in the direction of Salt lake has yet been 
discovered by the engineers, or suggested by othere, less formidable than Berthoud 
pass. The mere statement of the engineering facts places it out of the compari-
son. The enormous cost of the tunnel, the time required to excavate it, and 
the burden of passing the commerce of the country: over an elevation two thou-
- sand feet higher than by routes further north, forbid the contemplation of this 
l'O\J.te, and suggest the impracticability of passing by Denver, unless further ex-
amin~tion ~hould discover al?wer pass; for, even if the m~in line were brought 
to this pomt from the east, 1t must then turn north, at right angles with the 
general course, following near the base of the mountain for fifty or sixty miles 
to the gorge of the Cache la Poudre creek, before commencing the ascent west-
ward. 
, The unfavorable result of these examinations will not surprise any one who 
has intelligently examined the territorial map. The mountain ridge, forming 
here ·the divide or water-shed of this p.art of the continent, is known t-o reach its 
greatest altitude as it skirts the North and Middle Park. The four great rivers, 
the Rio Grande, the Arkansas, the Platte, and the Colorado of the West, have 
their sources in this section of the Rocky ~ountains. Unless . it may be a few 
more peaks in the Wind River mountains and in the Sierra Nevada, there is 
probably no section between the. Mississippi and the Pacific ocean reaching so 
great altitude as is found in this_ snowy range. 
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Should the proposed survey of the North Platte, the aim of which is to ii.auk 
the higher portion of the Black Hills, present a feasible route, we shall then 
have a choice among three lines, by either of which the Black Hiil range may 
be crossed, covering, at their widest divergence, a distance north and south of 
130 miles. In the present stage of the examinations two routes may be de-
scribed and a comparative view presented as follows: 
1st. Lodge Pole and Crow Creek route, 186 miles. This line, leaving the 
South Platte at mouth of Lodge Pole creek, foJlows up this direct east and west 
valley to base of mountain at Camp Walbach; thence (abandoning the Chey-
enne pass, from which eastward the mountain descends too rapidly) the line 
bears to the southwest, via headwaters of Crow creek, and over Durant pass, to 
a common point ( Station 2,606) at western base of the Black Hills. Grade line 
at summit is 8,398 feet above sea level; no tunnel required at summit, but an 
open cut, 50 feet deep, through granite. Ruling grade, ascending westward; 
first, 105 miles, 30 feet per mile; next, 50 miles to base of mountain, ruling 
grade ascending westward 45 feet per mile; next, 14 miles ascending slope, rul-
ing grade 80 feet per mile; next, 6 miles to summit, a continuous ascending 
grade of 116 feet per mile; thence westward 5 miles, a continuous descending 
grade of 116 feet per mile; and next, 6 miles, a ruling grade, descending 80 
feet per mile, to the common point at western base of Black Hills. 
2d. Cache Ia Poudre route, 218 miles. Diverging at mouth of Lodge Pole 
creek, this line follows up South Platte and the Cache la poudre creek to base 
of mountain at Laporte; thence bearing northwest ~long and near Dale creek, 
and over Antelope pass, to the common point at western base of mountain, 
(Station 2,606.) Grade line on summit, ,045 feet above sea level; no tunnel 
required; cut only 5 or 6 feet. For the purpose of comparison, in respect ~o 
the facility of oper~ting the mountain division, we may commence at a point rn 
the South Platte, equidistant with the mouth of Lodge Pofo creek, from the 
common point at western base. Ruling g-rades, ascending from this point west• 
ward, are, for first 138 miles to base of mountain at Laporte, 20 feet per mile; 
next, 25 miles, ascending mountain slope, ruling grade 80 feet per mile; next, 
12 miles to crest of mountain, a continuous ascending grade of 116 feet per 
iuile; thence descending westward, 3 miles-, continuous grade of 105 feet per 
mile; and next, 8 miles, descending westward, ruling grade 80 feet per mile, to 
the common point at westeru base of Black Hills. . 
This comparative statement must be regarded as approximate. In connec~on 
with the annexed rough profiltl sketch, marked A, of the two lines for 186 miles 
in length, i~ gives a good general idea of the character of the road over the 
Black Hills, and the nature of the engineering questions which will arise in the 
comparison of these two routes on the full completion of the surveys. . 
Omitting for the present any detailed calculation of relative cost of operatrng 
these two lines, which would be out of place in this general report, it will be O?· 
served that the Uache la Poudre line leads to a depression in the mountam 
(Antelope pass) 353 feet lower than the summit over which the Lodge Pole 
line passes, (Durant pass,) referring in each case to the grade line giving the 
advantage of less elevation by that amount for the traffic to pass over. On the 
other hand, this route must be chargeq. with the obvious disadvantag~ of 32 
miles additional length, alleviated s0mewhat by, the fact that this extra distance 
lies in the level valley of the South Platte, and therefore cheaply const~uct~d 
and operated. A commercial view of the question might find compensat10n ID 
the nearer approach of the Cache la Pondre line to the existing mining opera-
tions of Colorado-so near, indeed that a branch road to Denver would proba.bly 
be constructed when that new St;te shall have acquired tbe needful strength. 
?-1aking in at one view the topographical features of the entire rout~ ea..:t 0 
Bridger's pass, which is the point of division between the waters flowmg mto 
two ocearis respectively, distant 736 miles from the Missouri river, there 
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seems to be nothing unfavorable to the working o~ th~ road wi~h. economy, cer-
tainty, and speed. The elevation of the Black Hills 1s the formida~le obstruc-
tion. But the wide, smooth, and direct valley of the Platte, stretchmg out for 
500 miles to the very base of the mountain, presents as an approach a unifo.rm 
and gradually ascending plane, with grades ranging from 5 to 20 fe_et per mile, 
while the total asc~nt, from entrance into the Platte valley, 30 miles west of 
Omaha, to the summit of the mountain, is, by the Cache la Poudre route, 6,917 
feet in a distance of 563 miles, overcome almost imperceptibly on the plains 
before reaching the foot of the mountain at Laporte, or by the Lodge Pole, which 
rises more rapidly. Over four-fifths of the total rise is made on the plains before 
, reaching base of mountain at Camp W abach. By either route the line divi~es 
itself, for operating distinctly into two sections, mountain and plane-each us~ng 
a class of locomotive engines adapted to the power required, thus securmg 
economy in the highest degree. It is, moreover, a favorable feature that in all 
this distance no undulating line intervenes. With care in the location, no ele-
vation once attained need be lost. The grade from the Elkhorn to the moun-
tain crest may be either ascending or level. 
The well-know~ scarcity of timber on the plains for cross-ties and bridge i 
a characteristic, tending, on the other hand, to increase the expense of construc-
tion and operatiug. The limited growth, chiefly cotton-wood, on the islands 
and banks of the Platte, is in unfavorable contrast with the abundance of oak 
generally found in the States. Immediately after crossing the Black Hills, 
groves of pine and spruce are reported 011 the northern slopes of the .Medicine 
Burr mountains, a portion of which is within carting distance from either of the 
two routes described, and also available for the line further west by floating 
down the Laramie river. This timber tract has not been carefully examined, 
but Mr. Evans says that, standing on a high point of the Black Hills, from 
. which it was in distant view, he estimated its probable area equal to four hun-
dred square miles. He considers it a valuable resource for the road. 
The fuel question is likewise important. Coal must . be chiefly used. All 
reports, as far back as the exploration of Captaiu Howard Stansbury in 1850, 
concur as to the existence of coal on Green river and its tributaries. But be-
tween this and the coal-fields of western Iowa or of Kansas eight hundred miles 
of.road are to be operated. The discovery of coal of good quality in the Black 
Hills or on the Platte would materially cheapen the working of the road. It is 
found near Denver, and Mr. Evans heard from others that some coal had been 
mined on his route, near eastern base of mountain. As every additional burden 
upon transpQrtation will be paid finally by the commerce and productions of 
the ?ountry in charges upon traffic, whatever may tend to lessen o cheapen the 
motive power is of public importance. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
J. L. WILLIAMS, 
Government Director Union Pacific Railroad Company. 
Hon. JAMES HARLAK, 
Secretary ef the Interi'or. 
, PITTSBURG, May 17, 1866. 
Srn: In compliance with the duties imposed upon the government directors 
of the Union Pacific railroad, I have the honor to report : 
At the request of the vice-president I accompanied him to Omaha, Nebraska, 
a_rriving there Saturday, April 28, and spent eleven days on the line of opera-
~10ns, in a personal examination of everything that would tend to give me an 
mtelligent idea ~ouching the condition, management and progress of the work. 
On our reaching the initial point at Omaha, I found the Burnettizing buildings, 
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temporary car:-house, and saw-mill, considerable construction material, and the 
low river base of the company's operations, submerged by the overflowing 
waters of the Missouri, to an average depth of, say from one to three feet. The 
general business of the company was interrupted for about two weeks, sav from 
the 23d of April to the 7th of May. " 
By the active management and exertions of Samuel B. Reed, esq., general 
superintendent, his assistants and employes, the company's movable property 
was to a great extent removed and secured, so that it was supposed that the ab-
solute loss to the contracting company will not be very great; yet at considerable 
cost of time and money. I am pleased to be able to report that the company's 
permanent brick machine and workshops are situated on more elevated grounds, 
further from the river, and not in the least damaged. I think it would have 
taken from four to five feet more of a rise in the waters to have materially 
affected them. I was informed that the greatest floods known by any of the 
inhabitants, were in April, 1857, and June, 1862. The flood of this year wa , 
according to their data and recollections, within about seven inches as high as 
that of 1857, and within twelve to eighteen inches as high as the flood of 1862. 
To provide against loss and interruption to the business of the mad, by the 
recurrence of these overflows, shoul_d receive the early attention of the board of 
managers of the company. . 
'I'he machine and workshops, engine-houses, and tum-tables of the company 
at Omaha, erected, as I was informed, in the unprecedented short time of 
sixty-five days, during last fall and winter, which contain one miJlion one 
hundred thousand (1,100,000) well-burned bricks, good stone foundations and 
metallic roofs, are of the most permanent character, and conveniently arranged. 
The machinery in the same is sufficient for the present wants of the company, 
and of the latest and most approved construction. 
On the 3d instant I accompanied the vice-preeident and consulting engineer of 
the company over the line of completed road to a point near Shell creek, a dis-
tance of seventy-five miles. We found the line in good condition, and it will 
compare favorably with any newly-constructed western road. At this point the 
tra~k-layers, m;ider the superintendency of General J. Casem~nt, were en~r· 
get1cally pushing the work at the rate of three-quarters of a mile to one mile 
per day. Additional boarding cars, sleeping coaches, and tents were being pro· 
vided, so as to i!:2crease the track-laying force, which I since learn by telegraph 
has been done, and the work is now progressing at the rate of about 7,000 feet 
per day. 
I Gon:fidently believe the first one hundred miles will be completed by the 1st 
day of June whereby the act of incorporation, requiring one hundred miles of 
road to be built, will be fully complied with. The energetic contractors informed 
~e that they contemplated providing artificial lights, to expedite the work by 
m~ht as well as by day, and if possible complete one mile and a half to two 
miles every twenty-four hours. 
F1·om Shell creek I accompanied Colonel S. Seymour, consulting engineer, 
to the I.oup }.,ork, and over a portion of the grading on the second one hun-
dred miles. . 
I am pleased to be able to report that the temporary bridge over this river is 
completed and ready for the track-layers. 
_The energy displayed by Messrs. Dort and Butterfield, the contractors on 
this work, as well as by Mr. Reed, general superintendent, and Messrs. Case 
an.d Hurd, division engineers, deserves honorable mention. The :first pile ~as 
dnven lVIarch 22, and the fost on May 2. The bridge is 1,500 feet long, with 
57 bents, 3 piles each, and 37 bent.s, 4 piles each-in all 319 piles. The p~-
b~neut bridge, which is intended to take the place of the temporary one, 1: 
mg pu hed forward with vigor-five-pier pile foundations an~ two-pile abut· 
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ments are driven. The masonry of this structure will most likely be limestone, 
transported from the quarries of the Poppillon. . . 
I am informed no stone has yet been found between the Elkhorn and a pomt 
o'n the bluffs, about 110 miles beyond Fort Kearney, where it is supposed a 
good quaEty can be procured. The only bridging of any importance bet':een 
Loup Fork river and Fort Kearney is one of 100 feet span, over Wood nver, 
about 75 miles west of Loup Fork. 
The grading on the second one hundred miles can (and I think will) be com-
pleted by the 15th of June. A corps of enginee'rs have been sent out to defin-
itely locate the third one hundred miles. 
Returning to Omaha, I spent several days with the consulting engineer, ex-
amining the river banks and the effects of the overflow of the river bottoms for 
several miles up and down the Iowa and Nebraska sides of the Missouri. The 
proper Eite for a bridge-crossing of this river is a subject of momentous import-
ance, not only to this company, but to the country and to the various railways 
pointing to connections with it, and it should be definitely settled at an early 
day, for the benefit of the various interests involved. Surveys and soundings 
have been made, the maps and profiles are being prepared, so that it is hoped 
intelligent conclusions may be arrived at. 
Of equipment, I find there are five locomotives now on the line of road; four 
more in transit, which at this time, I presume, have reached the line of road; an 
additional seven contracted for, to be delivered by the 10th of June. Two first-
class passenger coaches on the line of road, one more in transit, and two ad-
ditional ones to be delivered in June. One hundred and nineteen box and plat-
form cars on the line of road and in transit between Hannibal and St. Joseph. 
CO~STRUCTION MATERIAL. 
The vke-president informs me that the railroad iron, chairs, and spikes de-
livered, in transit, and provided for, will be sufficient to reach a little beyond the 
100th meridian, say 250 miles from Omaha. 
TJie general superintendent informed me that ties on h~nd and paid 
for from Omaha to Grand island numbered __ ...... _ .... _ ... . 
Under contracts from points in the Missouri above and below 
Omaha ......... _ ...........•. _ .•.................. - - . -
Under contract on the line of road of the first 100 miles ........ . 
Under contract on the line of road of the second 100 miles ......• 
Under contract on the line of road of the third 100 miles, being red 
cedar, to be deliverec1 by January 1, 1867 ................. . 
Estimated to be delivered under verbal contract ............... . 
Estimated to be delivered from contractors' lands at three different 
points. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................... . 
116,900 
134,000 
35,000 
80,000 
100,000 
15,000 
170,000 
Total. - .........•.... - ........... ·..............•.. 650,900 
Being sufficient ties for the construction of over 250 miles of road. 
T?e company is still put to serious inconvenience for the want of railway con-
nect_1ons ~o and fro1;0 the east. I am plea~ed to be able to report that these diffi-
culties will be obviated ne""X:t year certamly. Most of the railroads through 
Iowa, pointing to connections with the Union Pacific, are making more or less 
progress, while some are pushing ahead with commendable vigor. rrhe Cedar 
Rapids and M~ssouri River Railroad Company, under the active management 
of John J. Blair, esq., of New Jersey, have put their entire work from Boones-
boro (its present terminus) to the Missouri river under contract; a force of fully 
1,500 men, with sufficient teams, is now employed upon the work. All of the 
grading on the first forty miles west of Boonesboro will be completed by the 
10th of July. This embraces some of the heavie:st work on t,he line. 
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The bri?ge over ~he Des Moines river, 840 feet, including its approache , 
1,000 feet m length, is completed, and the track is laid 51 miles west of Boone -
boro; 520,000 ties contracted for and being delivered, a;d 8,800 tons of iron, 
sufficient for 120 miles of road and sidings, on hand at the Des Moines river 
and in transit. 
J!~or this intelligence I am under obligations to W. W. Walker, esq., chie 
~ngmeer. I confidently believe that this work, with its energetic management and 
its abundance of means, can reach the initial point of the Union P acific within 
the next twelve (12) months. . · 
The Mississippi and Missouri railroad is about passing into new hands, who 
have the ability, and whose interest will be manif~stly, to reach the Misso · 
river at the earliest day possible. 
The Burlington and Missouri River Railroad C9mpany, I am informed, havr 
a lai:ge force at work constructing westward. I am also informed that the De.: 
Moines Valley railroad is making rapid progress and is confidently expected ·o 
reach the city of Des Moines within a few months. 
• The American Central railway, recently organized, or rather reorganized, :5 
I am informed, under contract from Fort Wayne, Indiana, to the Missouri rim 1 
to. be completed to New Boston, on the Mississippi river, in three y ears from h~ 
1st of January, 1866, and from thence to the .Missou·i river within two y~ 
thereafter. 
I am informed by Willis Phelps, esq., who, with his associates, is construc:-
ing the Council Bluffs and St. Joseph railroad, that they expect to be able·· 
complete their road within this year, if some of the legal difficulties on he 
Missouri portion of the line can be overcome within a short time. rrhe ties f 
the entire road are provided and one-fifth of the iron is in transit. . 
I could not learn of much progress being made westward on the D ubuq ; 
and Sioux City railroad. I herewith append a small map showing the proha?: 
connections at an early day of the several lines through the State of Iowa m: 
the Union Pacific railroad. The lines will be feeders as well as r eceivers oti 
trade :+nd business of no ordinary magnitude. 
I think the question of the future business of the road 
consideration. 'rim entire nation has a substantial interest and investment: 
it, and every section completel ope~s up new fields for improvement, and froi:: 
whence new sources of revenue may be derived. . 
It has been assumed that the tonnage westward will be largely in exce.:;s l: 
the tonnag.e eastward. This theory, I am convinced, will not be practicaTI: 
sustajned, after the great through line is fairly opened for business and in su · 
cessful operation. ' 
The cheap iron ores of Lake Superior, costing at the mines, say, three dollar· 
fifty cents per gross ton, a1;e transported by rail to the lake; t~ence by_ watt! 
say 600 miles, and by rail say 200 miles, (in all about 860 miles,) costmg_ cc. 
an average ten dollars per ton, including everything, at points, fo~ ex?"ac~i 
and working the same; feeding a great number of blast furnaces ; y ieldmg M: 
per cent. of pure pig-iron, worth at this time say forty-two dollar~ (84~) per 
ton; supplying more than one-half the metal consumed by all the rollmg-m1lli 
northeastern Ohio and western Pennsylvania, and all of this trade has bee., 
created since 18/iS or 1859.* 
I am informed that the copper mines of New Mexico are now being succesfull. 
worked. The ores are smelted, the cost of mining and smelting being abo · 
five_cents per pound, the copper taken to Guaymas, Sonora, a distance of ab· 
500 miles of land carriage, at a cost of seven cents per pound, thence to o_ 
eastern seaboard or Europe, at a cost of one cent per pound, thus making 
*For t_his in~orma tion I am indebted to James J. Bennett, esq., who has been lar(Te 
terested m the iron business of P ennsylvania and Lake Superior. 
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actual cost of the refined copper, at the con uminO" point ·, abo1 t thirt . •n n 
per pound, when tbe net c?st of the Lake uperior r T fin d op . r ~ hv _r cl 
Pittsburg or New York, will now average from twentJ-two to t, nt -fi m 
per pound.* . . . . . l am also informed that s1l ver ore 1s berng tran port d b " aon fr 
to San Francisco, a distance of about 250 mile , and then c i 
for smelting. . . . . 
It is, therefore, no great stretch of the 1mag1~at1on t b lieve_ that th 
of this great national highway will, at no. d1 tan~ d~y, on 1 
precious ores (including copper) from the mmeral d1 tnct of ur w t rn tn_t 
and Territories to the eastern States, where cheap fo 1 cb • la r, nn un-
proved machinery will be used for their smelting and refinin_g. . . 
The completion of this - gigantic interoceanic enterpn .w1tl lll th 
designated by the act of . incorporation begin to a um a d 1d d pr «l 
It is worthy the efforts of _the nation. We can now cont mrla . th . 
com1 ection of the distant parts of our Union, the developmen~ of urn h m _ r 1 
and agricultural domain, and the great benefits that mu t mur t th nat101 , 
borne down by new responsibilities. 
I am informed by the vice-president that a geological examinati n o tl 
country for the first one hundred miles on the company' land i now b in 
made by Professor Eggleson and bis assistants. 
In closing this report I desire to express my obligations to the con ultino- n-
giueer and the severa\ officers of the company on the line of road for th ir 
uniform courtesy and the information they promptly furnished me with. l 
c1esire to acknowledge the kind and gentlemanly treatment I r cefred from 
Thomas C. Durant, esq, vice-president, whom I accompanied to maha, who 
heart, mind, and money have been devoted to the enterpnse from it fir, t incep-
tion. 
The public-spirited gentlemen who are contributing so largely of their mean 
in the prosecution of this work, which is destined to conduct a traffic of extr, -
ordinary magnitude, merit substantial returns on their investments. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
SPRINGER HARBAUGH, 
Government Director Union Pacific Railroad Company. 
Hon. JAMES HARLAN, 
Secretary ef tlie Interior, Washington, D. C. 
. UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY, 
President's Ofjice, 20 Nassau street, New York, A·ugust 30, 1866. 
S1.R : 'rhe. undersigned, government directors, called to this city to attend a, 
special meetmg of the board, beg leave to snbmit a brief report, as preliminary 
to a full statement, after their return from a visit contemplated within a. few 
days to Nebraska and the line of the road. 
Since our last joi?t. report two reports have been made at our instance, 
one by, Jesse L. Wilham~ ~nd .the other ·by Springer Harbaugh, which are 
hereby referred to as contammg important information in relation to the current 
progress of the work. ~he first, by Mr. Williams, of the date of February 28, 
1866, refers to the location, ~nd contains an elaborate summing up of the ex-
tended surveys and explorat10ns of the several corps of engineers down to the 
date of the report. The second, embracing the results of Mr. Harbaugh's ob-
.,.For this _informatio?. I arr_i indebted to Dr. qurtiss G. Hussey and Colonel James M. 
Cooper, of Pittsburg, pioneers m the copper and mmeral business of our country. 
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servations on the line of the road, contains valuable suggestions in regard 
to work at and near Omaha, its initial point. 
These gentlemen were detailed by us ,for that duty, and their reports were 
approved and adopted by us as government directors. · 
It affords us pleasure to refer to the unexampled rapidity with which the 
work on the road has progressed down to this date.' 
On the 1st of April last only forty miles of track was laid. 'rhe following 
telegram, received yesterday, shows the present condition : 
" OMAHA, August 27, 1866. 
" T. C. D URANT, V. P., 20 Nassau street: Two hundred miles of track laid. 
' " S. B. REED, Superintendent." 
On no other road within our knowledge has so many miles of track been laid 
within the same period, with the single party working from necessity from only 
one end. 
In respect to the work generally, we hope in a few weeks to have the means 
and data of presenting to you a further and more detailed report, based upon per-
sonal examination. J:i.,urther preliminary surveys on the more difficult portiom 
of the routes have been made during the present season, as seemed necessary to 
a full understanding of the responsible question of :final location, but the resulti 
have not yet been reported to this office. The government directors have detailed 
of their number Jesse L. Williams to accompany the chief engineer of the com-
pany, Major General Dodge, and the consulting engineer, Colonel Seymour, on 
their proposed reconnoissance as far west as the Black Hills, where the heads o 
the several corps of engineers engaged in their explorations and surveys are 
expected soon to meet for comparison of results and for general conference. .As 
soon as his report is received we will forward it to your office. 
Respectfully yours, &c., 
· Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
SPRINGER HARBAUGH. 
T. J. CARTER. 
CHARLES T. SHERMAN. 
J. L. WILLIAMS. 
GEORGE ASHMUN. 
· 1Vasltington, D . C. 
OFFICE OF THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, 
Omaha, Nebraska, September 14, 1866. 
Sm: 'I1he undersigned, government dire~tor::i of the. Union Pacific railroa~, 
in accordance with our arrangements referred to in our report of September !· 
proceeded to the line of road .in Nebraska, and having made a personal exam~ 
nation of the work by passing over the road to the end of the track, submit the 
results in tlie following report : 
The track is laid two hundred and twenty miles in running order from Omah 
with the necessary side tracks at convenient points. The grading is complet6 
ready for the superstructure twenty-seven miles further, to the one hundr~d~ 
degree of longitude, and the work is in rapid progress to the North Platte 11,e: 
crossing, and commenced forty miles beyond it. At this point the bridge~ 
commenced, and the materials delivered for the early completion of that impor'. 
ant work, in time for laying the track when it reaches that point. Th~ coll' 
tractors have iron, ties, and other material on the line of road to complete 1t ore 
three hundred miles, which is expected to be finished the present year. There 
are now delivered at Omaha ninety miles of rails and about two hundred th o& 
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sand ties, and four hundred thou and contracted for d livery th r . 
track• also contracts for two hundred and fifty th n nd c d, r h 
tribut~ries ~f the Platte river, the d livery of whi h h comm n · ~ 
11 
present track, and will save the tran portation of them from th • 1 . 
At the terminus of the line at Omaha have been er t d w 11 mmrr . · ·hm -
shops and engine-houses of brick, sufficient for the want of th r ad w1 h D . • 
sary tracks for the present bu ine of the road, :md 11 e · t nd tl a r m d 
upon the ample depot ground at the terminus of_ the lin 
The rolling stock at pre ent on the road con 1 t of tw n 1 c 
fust-class passenger cars, two baggage and mail car , 14_:.. platfi rm. , r ~. rt 
box cars, and thirty hand cars; also, six more locomot1 r b IOIY' hml . 
There are now being built, at the company' hop t , ~• 
week, and soon increased facilities will fini h ten per we k, , b1l · · r 
manufacturers are being delivered sufficient for th tr ffi and U~ 
struction as it progresses. . . 
Substantial and commodious passenger and freight tatlon a.r r ·t d ·tt Llk-
horn, Fremont, Columbus, and Kearney, and smaller hou e at b 11 r ~ and 
Lone Tree ; also, passenger and freight stations are in cour of c n truct1 n ~t 
Silver creek, Grand island, and Wood river, and wat r .. ta ion ha ~ b n ml 
at convenient points along the line. . . 
The permanent bridge of Loup Fork, fifteen hundred fi et long, 1 m prorrr •. , 
with storm piers; one abutment and three piers now fini hed, and the whol w1ll 
be completed at an early period this fall, thus dispensing with th t mpor, r 
bridge now used to hasten the progress of the work. 
The quality and present condition of the grading, ma onry, bridrring, and track 
completed we deem fully equal to a first-class road, and i con truct d ub tan-
tially according to the specifications and instructions agreed upon at he conv n-
tion of government engineers, directors, and commissioner helq in \ a hington 
in February last, and approved by the Secretary of the Interior ; and will com-
pare favorably with any western railroad for permanency and durability, whil 
the alignment and gradients surpass any road of equal length in the nited 
States, thus affoTding facilities foT extensive means of transportation, as well as 
high rates of speed when required. 
The character of the material composing the embankments is well suited to 
the purpose, requiring but little expense in repairs of track to keep it in perfect 
running order, and for practical purposes sufficiently ballasted. The cut at 
eome points will require other material for that purpose. 
The surveys have been continued this season in the mountain region by effi-
cient corps of engineers, the results of which are soon to be submitted to the 
chief and consulting engineers, who have gone to make a personal examination 
of the same on the line, and we deem it of much importance that a definite loca-
tion should be soon made to commence work in that region, and with this view 
we have requested our colleague, J. L. Williams, esq., to aecompany them; and 
he is now in the discharge of that duty, and upon his return will report the result 
of his investigations on that subject. 
'l1he rapid progress of the Union Pacific railroad renders it important that 
arrangements should be made at au early period to form suitable connections 
with the reepective lines of railroad in progress in Iowa and Missouri, as it is 
confidently expected that early next season at least one line will be completed 
from Chicago by the Cedar Rapids line, and othen are under construction; also, 
the line from St. Louis, by way of the Council Bluffs and .Saint Joseph line; all 
of which will become important connections for traffic with this road. 
This brings us to the consideration of the very important question of the most 
proper site ancl mode of forming these several connections across the Missouri 
river, in order to accommodate the various interests at minimum cost and satis-
factory to all the parties, yet from our investigations have no doubt that it will 
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be accomplished in some manner within re~sonable expense at au earl 
as the concentration of railroads at this point will of neces ity com i 
several interests, and insure a permanent and reliable connection to exp 
transfer of the traffic between the different lines of railroad. 
In closing this report, we think it a cause of congratulation upon 
~encement and rapid progress of this great national work. While the 
1s emphatically an age of inquiry and improvement, in no departmen 
made more advancement than in the facilities of transportation of per-o 
property, and none tending more to the development of the re ourc -
country and improvements in civilization. 
This enterprise is greatly indebted in its inception, organization, and p 
to the saglity of distinguished statesmen, combined with capitalist , _en 
contractors, efficient officers and engineers, who have and are devotrn'""' 
means and energies to press forward this work at a rate unexampled in th 
tory of railroad construction. 
'rhe United States government has acquired a new claim to the gratitu 
th~ people by delegating to a company the duty of constructing and m_ana 
this great work of national improvement, and in aiding it by the public 
and grant of lands. Thus the enterprise will enjoy the benefit of a perm.an ' 
direction, and can be prosecuted with vigor on a systematic plan to ultima·? 
completion, forming a continuation of the great system of railroads, commen 
at the .Atlantic and to be continued at an early day to the Pacific, affording · 
only facilities for commerce along the line, but a magnificent highway for inter- pe 
change of products among the nations of the world. th( 
Respectfully submitted : E~ 
Hon. 0. H. BROWNING, 
'T. J. CARTER, 
CHARLES T. SHERM.AN, 
SPRINGER HA.RB.A.UGH, 
Government Directors Union Pacific Railroad. 
Secretary ef the Interior, Washington , . D. C. 
DENVER, COLORADO TERRITOR Y, 
October 2, 1866. 
Sm: In the communication which I had the honor to make from this place 
on the 21st ultimo, respecting the Berthoud pass, reference was made to a con-
templated reconnoissance over the experimental line~ surveyed for the Unio 
Pacific railroad across the Black Hills. On the 25th ultimo I left Laporte, at the 
eastern base of the mountain, in company with Major General Dodge, chief engi-
neer Colonel Seymour, consulting engineer, and Mr. James A. Evans, under whose 
immediate charge these preliminary surveys were made. Having with us the 
maps and profiles in addition to the personal knowledge possessed by these 
officers, facilities were afforded for obtaining the fullest acquaintance with the 
routes and their relative advantages possible in so short a time. 
Cache la Poudre route over Antelope pass . . 
This line, as now revised, diverges· from the Cache Ia Poudre creek some 
eight miles below the mountain, and following the valley of Pitchfork creek, 
enters the mountain eight or ten miles north of Laporte. Striking the line ~ 
this valley a few miles from the plain, we followed it closely over the summit 
at the head of this stream and into the valley of Stonewall creek, a branch of 
!)ale creek; thence through Stonewall cafion and up the valley of Dale creek 
m a northwestern course to the dividing ridge between its waters and those of 
I 
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it 
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he 
Lodge Pole and Crow Creek route over Evan ' pa . 
Returning to the common point of junction of the t,; lin , th · ,. t ru 
base of the range, our party ascended the we t rn lop , foll wino- ~ 
perimental line bearing more to the north, cros ing th , alley of 1 1 
the range and near its source ; and thence over the er t of th n 
Evans's pass. ))escending the eastern slope, this lin f, llo, rid f rr iu 
the divide between Lone '11ree creek on the south and ,row r k n th north 
ilJ!.d reaches the eastern base of the mountains about forty mil n rth f 
porte, from which it continues easterly to the va11 y on row r k n th 
plains. After examining with care these two lines, we returned to p rt 
the 1st insta~t, having travelled on horseback one hundred and fifty mil . 
The chief engineer expects to close the surveys bearing upon th que tiou of 
location across the' mountains, and submit his report to the board within th 
next four or six weeks. Without entering into the engineering characteri tic 
of the several routes, which, in advance of that report, would be prematur I 
may now say, for the information of the Secretary of the Interior, that eneral 
Dodge expresses a confident expectation of being able, without great exp n e, 
to reduce the maximum grade over the mountain range considerably below the 
limit allowed by the Union Pacific railroad act. The importance of such re-
duction is so manifest that I have not failed to urge it within reasonable limit 
of cost. 
Very resper,tfully, 
Hon. 0. H. BROWNING, 
Secretary· of the Interior. 
J. L. WILLI.AMS, 
Government Director. 
u NION PACI"FIC RAILROAD OFFICE, 
New York, November 23, 1866. 
_SIR : The preliminary surveys across the first range of the Rocky mountains 
bemg ~early completed, the government directors de( med it 1mportant that one 
of t~eir number should personally -examine such of the lines as appeared most 
feasible. Accordingly, at the request of my colleagues and by invitation of 
Colonel S. Seymour, the consulting engineer of the company, I accompanied 
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him to the mountains in September last. At Omaha we were joined by Gen-
eral G. M. Dodge, cLief engineer, and in passing over the several routes were 
further aided by explanations on the ground by the division engineer, under 
whose immediate direction the survey had in each case been made, with the ad- I 
vantage also of the ruaps and profiles. Under the require~ents of the 13th 
section of the act of Congress, approved July 2, 1864, I respectfully submit 
for the information of the Secretary of the Interior, the following general re-
sults, premising that this report has been submitted to my colleagues and sanc-
tioned by them: · 
'I1his first mountain barrier, as it stretches north and south across the general 
course of tLe road, between the 105th and 106th meridian of longitude, may be 
described as extending from the canon of the South Platte, near the latitude of 
Pike's Peak, to the point where it is cut through by the N" orth Platte, a distance 
of near three hundred miles. Its more southerly and higher portion, called the 
Snowy range, or Rocky mountains proper, form_s part of the great circle of 
the continent, separating the waters of the Platte from those flowing into the 
Colorado of the West. The northern section of this mountain barrier being a 
part of the subordinate range known as the "Black Hills, and only dividing tiie 
drainage of the two forks of the Platte, is, nevertheless, as to direction, the con-
tinuation of the main Rocky mountain range northward, possessing the same 
mountain characteristics, though having less altitude and gentler slopes. The 
Cache la Poudre river, the largest tributary of the South Platte, taking its rise 
in its most southerly branch near the heights of Long's Peak, marks the point 
of division of the range into the two sections here described. 
• 11he water-shed of the continent diverges here to the northwest, forming first 
the southwestern boundary of the North Park, and thence, continuing northwest, 
' sinks into the depression known as Bridger's pass, where it is 7,534 feet above 
the level of the sea, and 3,892 feet lower than at Berthoud pass in the Snowy 
range west of Denver. 
:O:p to the eastern base of this north and south mountain range, the broad and 
generally smooth plain of the Platte valley opens favorable approaches, through 
its several tributaries, to any mountain crossing that may be selected. The 
point of crossing the mountain is therefore the problem first to be solved. 
In the wide range of these surveys, continued ~ow through three years, ten 
distinct points of crossing have been examined. 'rhey have been run with 
level and tqmsit, in all cases affording reasonable hope of practicability; or, 
where less promising, they have been explored with care, availing in such cases 
of barometrical observations. The passes thus examined include, as it is ~n-
derstood, all that have been suggested by mountaineers or others familiar with 
the country as possibly feasible. Enumerating from south to north, they may 
be briefly 'described as follows : 
Route No. 1, oi-er Hoosier pass at head ef the Soutli Platte. 
Mr. F. l\L Case, civil engineer, reports to the vice-president, December 15, 
1864-, that he made a survey of the governing sections of t_his routP-, and s~b-
mits profiles. First, of the mountain range at Hoosier pass; second, of a lrne 
eighteen miles northwestward down Blue river, a tributary of the Colorado i 
and third, of a line run 48 miles southeastward from the pass down the upper 
portion of the South Platte, through the South Park to the head of the Pl~tte 
canon. From the head of this cafion, as he reports, the line would follow the m~r 
northeastward some 40 miles, through the mountain to the plains with, as est1• 
mated, an average descent of 70 feet per mile. Of this distance the engineer 
estimates that 20 miles would be close canon, both walls being washed by the 
stream, and the direction so circuitous as_ to require considerable tunnelling. 
His estimate of the height of this pass above the sea, from barometrical obscr-
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vations in the vicinity, is 11,500 feet. A tunnel of two and a half mile throuo-h 
granite is required. Grade line of tunnel upon the a urned level 10,660 £ t 
above the level of the sea. . . 
The general alignment of this route is so unfavor~ble, con ' Id rrncr alt lake 
as the point aimed at, as, in the. judgment of ~he eng1~e r, to rend r a mor. 
tended survey needless-145 miles of road bemg reqmr d betw en~ n e1 and 
the ~outh of Blue river, only 76 miles west of the meridian of the £ rmnr pl c • 
Route No. 2, over Tarry-all pass. 
This route it seems did not so commend itself to the enO'ine r a to r quir a 
survey. He
1 
estimate~ the pass to have about the same altitude a lloo i r pa 
-11,500 feet above the sea. The approach to it from the plain on _th t 
would be, :first, through the canon of the South Platte_ for om _25 mil , nd 
thence up Tarry-all creek, a branch of the Platte, to 1t our em th r ng 
few miles northeast of Hoosier pass. From the west the approach w ul b 
from the valley of the Blue river above Breckinridge, through th ndian 
gulch. While the engineer does not assume to speak of thi route advi dly, b 
thinks the summit could not be reached from the east without xc ding th 
maximum grade of 116 feet per mile, and that the descent of the gul h on th 
west is 150 to 200 feet per mile. Having made no definite urvey, he doe not 
.give the length of the tunnel. 
Route No. 3, through the north fork ef the Soutli Platte. 
As in the case last described, Mr. Case deemed a critical survey of thi route 
unnecessary. He says in his report that it would enter the mountain at th 
mouth of the South Platte canon, being thus coincident with the two last-nam d 
lines for ten miles, and thence up the north fork of the Platte 35 mile .. , cro -
ing the range still further north than the route last described, and connecting on 
the west with one of the head branches of Snake river, au affluent of Blu 
river. This pass was represented to the engineer by a reliable explorer, a 
being a little below the line of arborescence or "timber line," and was a -
sumed as about 11,500 feet above the sea. Upon this hypothesis, and with the 
aid of barometrical observations in the vicinity, the engineer estimates that on 
tlie eastern approach to the summit some 2,300 feet elevation must be over-
eome in 1~ or 15 miles, -and on the western approach 2,700 feet in 20 miles. 
How far this could be alleviated by a tunnel, and what would be the length of 
the tunnel, is not stated. The entire route from the plains on the east to the 
valley of the Blue river on the west is reported as running tbrouo-h a narrow 
mountain valley in many places tortuous. 
0 
It will be noticed that the two routes last described, entering the mountain, as 
they do, far to the south, through the canon of the South Platte, are, like route 
:i-o. 1, forced out of the proper directions 
· Route No. 4, over Bertlwud pass. 
From the beginning of these investigations this route has attracted much in-
terest, as well from the general belief of mountaineers that it wa_s the most fa-
vorable pass through the Snowy range as from its locality, being in the direct 
course from Denver to Salt Lake City, the two chief points on the route, both 
of which it is important to pass. In the summer of 1862, prior to the first meet-
ing of the corporators of the Union Pacific railroad at Chicago for the purpose 
of organization, Mr. F. M. Case, at the instance, and I believe :;i.t the expense, of 
the friends of the work in Colorado, made what he called an instrumental recon-
naissance of this route. His report, addressed to honorable John Evans, then 
governor of Colorado territory, was embodied in his subsequent official report of 
December 15, 1864. Subsequently, in 18GG, by direction of this boa1:d, a sec-
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ond and more careful survey of this route was made by Mr. P. T. Brown, one 
of their engineers. In the general topographical facts the two surveys agree. 
I passed over this line as far as the summit of the range, accompanied by Colo-
nel Seymour and Mr. Brown. 
The line from the South Platte at Denver to the summit of Berthoud pa~~·~ 
60 miles in length. The survey was extended west into the Middle Park, 7u 
miles from Denver, in the direction of Salt lake. For general description i• 
naturally divides as follows: . 
First. Denver to Golden City, l4z miles. 'rhis is over a rolling aud rapidly 
rising plain, falling into Clear Creek valley, six miles east of the mountain, and 
me~ting the foot of the range 12 miles from Denver. Ruling grade 116 fee 
per mile, of which there is about three miles. . Construction not very expensive. 
Second. Golden City to the upper end of Clear Creek canon 15f miles. Gol-
den City is at the transition point from the sedimentary to the granite formation. 
Here the line enters Clear Creek cafion, which extends 15f miles, rising in this 
distance 1,544 feet. Through a portion of the canon the valley rises faster than 
the maximum grade; but with careful ,location and heavy cost Mr. Brown thinks 
the grade need not exceed 116 feet per mile at any point. Two-thirds the dis-
tance will be curved; much of it sharp. The greater part of the distance may 
be called close cafion, and a part narrow, open canon, with abrupt slopes. 
Third. From the head of canon to east end of Berthoud tunnel, 28i mile.s, 
the line follows the narrow mountain valley of Clear creek, through the midst 
of the. gold-mining developments, passing many quartz mills. Ruling grade 116 
feet per mile, of which there will be about 13 miles. For seven or eight .miles 
of the up-per portion the fall of the valley greatly exceeds the maximum grade, 
reaching in places over 300 feet per mile. Using the maximum grade of 116 
, feet per mile from the tunnel eastward, the line is necessarily thrown on the 
steep, rocky, and in places pre_cipitous mountain sides, at an elevation of 100 to 
400 feet above the creek, involving, of course, very heavy cost. In the whole 
distance, from the base of the mountain to the tunnel, Clear creek, as Mr. Brown 
supposes, would be bridged perhaps twenty times, with probably two to three 
miles of tunnelling through sharp points. To give greater length of line, for the 
purpose of reducing the grade to the maximum prescribed by law; the surveyed 
route, in ascending, turns up South Clear cre.ek for 2½ miles, thence by a short 
tunnel through a ridge into Bard's Creek valley, which it follows down, reaching 
the main valley at Empire City. . 
Fourth. Berthoud tunnel would be ·3y10 miles long, and pierces the mountain 
1,364 feet below the summit-of the pass. The material to be excavated, the 
common granite of the mountain. Grade line in the tunnel at the highest point is 
10,100 feet, and summit of pass 11,426 feet above the sea . 
.Fifth. West end of the tunnel.to end of survey, 16½ miles. Descending west-
ward, the slope of the mountain is followed for some distance until the valley of 
Moses creek is ·reached, which is the tributary of the Colorado, and thence with 
this valley to the Middle Park. Grade 116 feet per mile for first 11½ miles. I 
did not pass over this portion of the route. 
Route No. 5, over Boulder pass. 
While standing on the mountain peaks near Berthoud pass, on the 18th of 
September, in the clear mountain atmosphere, I had a full view of the Boulder 
pass, twelve miles further north. From its apparent height above the growth of 
timber, and from barometrical observations before reported, I was fully c?n-
vinced of its impracticability; yet, in deferenc.e to the views of gentlemen havrng 
mining interests on the Boulder, I fully intended visiting that pass, but a fall of 
eight inches of snow on _the 19th on the eastern slope, which I learned was two 
feet deep at the western base of the range, defeated this purpose. A few weeks 
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later Mr. Brown ma.de a survey of the Bould r rout . 
ports the results as follow : 
h chi f nain · r r • 
First. That the pass is 11,700 feet above the a. 
Second. A tunnel of six mile required. 
Third. The approa.ch i. through either Ol~th B 
creeks on either of which the a cent i too rapid B r 
Fou~th. That on either of thc .. e tream exp n i,· 
R01de No. G, up tlie Gaclie la Poudre and Dale r 
During the last week in Sept.ember I mad a r_ nnoi.:;:an 
over this route from the ea ·tern ba e of the mountam < r ' 
base of the Laramie plnins, at the common poin~ of jm~cti n , ith 
and Crow Creek route, in company with the chief OO'lll r th 
gineer, and 1\Ir. James A. Evans. divi ion ngin r, wh thr 
in directing these experimental nrvey ha .. made him famili, r 
graphy of this range. 
Antelope pass is a depres ion in the ridge eparating th •. W, 
the Laramie river on the west and those of Dale ere k, a tnbntar 
Platte. Dale creek, taking its rise near Chey un_e pa· , run in it upp r · . i. n 
on the western slope of the range, cutting the mam rang of th la k 111 . m 
its southeasterly course, and joms the Cache la oudre riv r om tbr 11 
above the eastern base of the mountain. Through the ale r k all y , 
favorable route is found from the Cache la Puudre, near Laport , t nrnmi 
plains, in a northeastern direction, finding its summit, not in th main 1 k ill 
range, but in the subordinate divide between Dalo er ek and nrumi ri 
Thi ridge or divide is crossed at Antelope pass, which has 195 f, et le ·l 
tion than the main range at Evans's pa:'~, in the direction of r w r k • n th 
Lodge Pole. 
The opening thus cut through the mountain range by Dale creek, and hich 
has heretofore been used as the overhmd stage route, the railroad nr ey now 
occupies. The main features of this line are these: Total length of mountain 
ection from eastern to western base, 39½ miles, of which 33 mile i in the a cent 
of the eastern slope, and 6½ miles on the western slope. The we tern slope, and 
also the first 7½ miles of the eastern ascent from the plains, following up itch-
fork creek, is chiefly in the secondary formation, and presents a comparatively 
favorable profile. On these two sections the line may be located with a maximum 
grade of from 85 to 90 feet, without expensive work. The intermediate ection 
of 25 miles, all in the valley of Dale creek, and in the granite formation, pre-
Rents some expensive grading, expecially near the crossing of Dale creek, and 
alao near the canon of Stonewall creek, where tlH• line of transition between the 
stratified and granite formations is crossed. Three bridges of some magnitude 
are required on this division, the chief of which is over Dale creek, near four 
~undred feet long. The_ deepest part ?f the narrow chasm here to be bridged 
1s 168 feet be~ow grad~ line. As th: line now n~ns the maximum grade occurs 
f:equently, with occasional undulat10nf3, by which ascent is lost. \\ ith the 
time and care needful on a final location, the ruliuO' O'rade may be reduced below 
the limi~ allow~d b~ law, and probably t_o 105 feet ~r 110 feet per mile, and the 
u~dulat10ns chiefly if u~t altogether avoided. The grade line at Antelope pass, 
Without a tunnel, and _w1t11 a cut of moderate depth, is 8,045 feet :,bove the sea. 
The approach to th :s passage of the Black Hills is up the valley of the South 
P~atte to the mouth of the Cache la Poudre river, ancl thence up that valley to 
Pitchfork creek, some eight miles below Laporte, which latter tributary is foJ-
lowed to the entrance of the Black Hills. T-he whole route east of the mount.am 
is of the most favorable character, permitting a grade uniformly ascendi~g with 
the rise of the valley. · 
Ex. Doc. 2--2 
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Route No. 7,follou:ing the divide between Crow creek and Lone Tree creek to 
Evans's pass. 
Returning eastward from Fort John Buford, on the Laramie river, to which 
point our party had extended their reconnoissance, in part to obtain ~ military 
escort which General Dodge deemed a prudent precaution against Indian depre. 
dations on the Lodge Pole, we crossed the Black Hills by the Lone Tree and 
Crow Creek Divide route, which we foHowed to a point near the travelled road 
from Denver to l!,ort Laramie, and thet;{ce to Laporte along or near the ea em 
base of the range. ·' 
As the route last described finds an easy ascent of the mountain through the 
valley of Dale creek, so this route, by following the smooth and gently a cend-
ng ridge, dividing the drainage into Crow creek on the north and Lone Tree 
creek on the south, which ridge extends far out into the plains, occupies a farnr-
able locality for crossing the Black Hills more exempt from obstruction.., by 
snow-drift than ordinary lines. This ridge can be ap pronched from the valley 
of Crow creek through a small east and west tributary, rising at the rate of 
from thirty to sixty feet per mile. Reaching the divide, seven miles east of 
what appears to be the general course of the base of the range, the line pursue' 
it for twenty miles, to the summit of the Black Hills, at Evans's pass. For the 
first seven miles this divide presents a smooth profile. Entering a little west of 
this the granite formation the next .five miles presents a rough pro.file, on whicb , 
the work will be heavy, and the material in great part rock. '.rhe next eigh 
miles, to the pass, is on the summit, or on the adjoining slopes of the divide, 
with a favorable profile and alig·nment, and comparatively light work. Where 
excavation is required to any ~onsiderable depth it will be rock. The experi-
mental line up this eastern slope of the mountain is laid with a ruling gl'adien 
of 106 feet per mile. But the chief engineer is confident that this can be re- s 
duced on a final location to the maximum of ninety feet per mile, which is 1w 
than the grade of the Pennsylvania Central railroad in the ascent from Altoona 
to the tunnel, with curvature very much easier than is there introduced. The fe 
summit of the mountain presents here a broad and gently rounded surface, ad-
mitting of no reduction by any judicious tunnelling. With an open cut of mod- TI 
erate depth through rock the grade line is 8,242 feet above the sea. an 
Descending westward the profile is less favorable. Dale creek, heading a 
few miles north, near Cheyenne pass, has worn a valley in the western slope no 
which can be crossed only by an embankment and bridge of considerable heigh~; inc 
and after reaching the secondary summit, between this creek and the Lara.mie 
plains, the descent thence to the common point of junction with the line over 
Antelope pass, at western base of mountain, is here more abrupt than on that 
route. A careful resurvey of this western slope, IOf miles distance, is proposed 
by the chief engineer, under the belief that he can, within reasonable limits of 
cost, establish a ruling grade not exceeding ninety feet per mile, as on the eastern 
slopr., and at the same time avoid any depression of grade in the intermediate 
valley, below the summit,Jwest of Dale creek. So important is it that on these 
mountain ascents elevation once obtained be uot lost by injudicious undulation~, 
that I have not failed, as a member of the committee on location, to urge thrs 
view. 
To reach this crossing of the Black Hills the line would leave the South 
Platte at Julesburg, following up the valley of Lodge Pole creek 106 miles, 
and thence bearing a little southward through a southwestern tributary, cros 
the dhride to Crow Creek valley. 
Route No. S, 1:ia Lodge Pole, Camp Walbaeh, and Crow creek. 
This route, like the Cheyenne Pass line, finds its approach to the Black Hills 
through the Lodge Pole valley to Camp W albach at the base of the range, and 
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Route No. 9, via Lodge Pole creek and Cheyenne pa 
The Cheyenne pass over the Black Hills, irr connection with th 
valley as its eastern approach, has long been a thoroughfare for trav l, nn . 
thus from the beginning brought prominently to the notice of tho kin 1 
route for the Pacific railroad. In the fall of 186:3 a line of lev 1 wa run 
this pass by Mr. · B. B. Brayton, engineer. Again, in the summ r f 1 
more careful survey was made by Mr. Evans. The general re ult of Mr. 
survey are: 
First. That the summit of the pass is 8,656 feet above the ea. 
Second. That a tunnel, 1,500 feet long, through granite, on a grad line l 5 
feet above the sea, would be required. 
Third. That this tunnel could be reached from the east by way of Camp 
Walbach, with a maximum grade, probably, not exceeding 116 feet per mile; 
and 
Fourth. r.rhat on the western elope of the mountain, the ruling grade could 
not be reduced below 132 feet per mile, unless by the objectionable expedient of 
increasing the length of the line by switching. 
Route No. 10, through Laramie canon. 
Knowing that this stream had cut its channel deep through the Black Hill 
range, thus presenting, by its immediate valleys, a more uniform ascent, and a 
total rise and fall between the Platte valley and the Laramie plains, materially 
less than by other routes crossing over the range, and, further that this route 
would occupy a good general direction, the character of its great canon has been 
an object of interest from the first. In 1864 Mr. Evans commenced the exami-
na~ion, but accomplished it only on the lower portion. 
I?- 186fi Mr. C_ase _explored, without i_nstruments, the upper portion. ~ut 
until Mr. Evans, m his second attempt, m 1866, succeeded in running a hoe 
e?t~r.ely through this caiion, it is not probable that any human being, savage or 
c1V1hzed, ever passed through the whole length of this deep and rugged gorge. 
Its direct length is 14 miles; its length by the survey, 25 miles; its course in 
many places very tortuous; and its vertical walls of rock from 500 to 1,500 feet 
in height. The fall of the stream in places is from 150 to 200 feet per mile, 
and its current, of course, extremely rapid. It is wholly impracticable for rail-
road purposes. -
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The route up the North Platte, and through the South pass, has bP.en fol-
lowed by the travel from the earliest· beginning of emigration across the con-
tinent.· 'fhe North Platte, like the Laramie, but with a still larger flood, ha 
worn its channel through the range, presenting, unquestionably, if it could be 
followed, an easier and more uniform grade from the plains to the divide of the 
continent at the South pass, than any other route. Its greater length, however, 
caused by its northern circuit, its wider divergence from the important mining 
resources of Colorado, in which the nation has an interest, with the apprehen ion 
of deeper snows in the region drained by the Sweet Water, precipitated there 
through the directing influence of the Wind River Mountain range, seem to ha,e 
outweighed, in the judgment of the company and their engineers, any supposed 
advantage in grades. The survey of this route, though commenced in 1865, 
near Fort Bridger, and extended eastward through the South pasfl and a short 
distance down the Sweet Water, by Mr. S. B. Reed, one of the company's 
engineers, was not continued through the Black Hills. The engineers, from 
their reconnoissance and information from others, report narrow defiles and canon 
where the North fork cuts the mountain range, so formidable as probably to 
force the line out of the valley, and over mountain spurs; but the length of this 
difficult construction, as also the exact camparative length of the North Platte 
route, is unknown. 'The water-shed at the South pass is 7,470 feet above the 
sea. It is 64 feet lower than the same dividing ridge of the continent at Bridger's 
pass, 100 miles to the .southeast, and 3,956 feet lower than Berthoud pass, west 
of Denver. 
Comparison ef routes. 
Grouping the ten routes thus briefly described into two classes, five of them 
cross the Snowy range, and five the Black Hill range. 
Of those in the Snowy range, examinations indicate the Berthoud pass, desig-
nated No. 4, as having most of the elements of a feasible lin~. 
Contrasting the Berthoud Pass line with the two available lines over the Black 
Hill, either Lodge Pole and Crow Creek line, over Evans's pass, designated as 
route No. 7, or the Cache la Poudre line No. 6, the comparison is greatly against 
the Berthoud, as follows : 
First. At Berthoud pass the grade line is 10,100 feet above the sea; at 
Evans's pass, 8,242 feet. Difference in the elevation, to be overcome with the 
commerce of the country, 1,858 feet. 
r, 
E 
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OI Second. Tunnel at Berthoud pass, three and one-tenth miles long. A.s the 
summit of the pass rises near 1,300 feet above the level of the tunnel, the material 
excavated would be chiefly passed out at the ends. Under these circumstances, 
not less than three or four years, certainly, would be required for its construc-
tion, within which time, it is confidently believed, the track-layers from Omaha, 
by a more favorable route, may meet those from Sacramento, on the plains of 
tl1e Humboldt river. No estimate has been made of its cost. Unquestionably, 
the outlay of capital would be greater than is warranted at a single point, be it 
from national or individual means, when the same capital ar.d labor would 
stretch out the road so far toward the Pacific, over the cheaper routes that offer. 
At either of the two Black Hill passes no tunnelling is required. 
J 
at 
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Third. Besides Berthoud tunnel, there would be 15 miles in the Clear Creek 
canon, and 10 miles in the upper section of Clear creek, which would cost per-
haps beyond all precedent in this country. CoNtrasting _the aggregate of the 
tunnel and this 25 miles with same length of mountain work on the Lone Tree 
and Crow Creek Divide route over the Black Hills, and the difference would 
grade more than 100, perhaps 150, miles of avernge line between the Black Hills 
and Salt Lake. 
This comparison, thus stated in very general terms, is confined to the first 
ro 
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mountain range, as if beyond that the ex ten ion of th two rout 
were alike feasible. Such, however, seem not to b th c e. 
In June, 1865, Mr. Reed, under in truction . from . 
president, and with a view to a line aero the mt rm di. t 
made an extended reconnois ance of the country , t f h tab 1 k 
possibl~ a practicable ro_ute ov. r the "V: ah atch mount in ~ 
Spanish Fork and the U mtah rwer. H1 r p rt n t d pnl 
that there is no route practicable for a railway from t h lnk a , 
river, through the Uintah valley. We hav n tha th 
1 
Green River basin cannot be cro sed without an xp n • n 
great, and if the Snowy range could be cro ed th hi f _ncrin 
belief that two subordinate north and outh ranO' w uld mt r 
1'he basin of the Green river, and especially it main v 11 y th 
running from east to west, near the fortieth par 11 1, h b 
much more favorable to agriculture, with bett r upply of 
country along the Bridger Pass route, ha vino- le ltitud b m tw th u n 
feet, and lying two degrees further south; this claim i no doubt ju t, and i i t 
regretted that access for the railroad seems forbidd n by th gr th i ht th 
mountains forming its eastern and western boundarie . 
But were this route practicable, yet in the aspect of gradi nt , it w 
much less favorable than the Bridger Pass route, the mountain ran 
higher and the intermediate valley lower. Green river, where thi., lin 
cross it, must be some two thousand feet lower than on the Bridg r a r ut , 
while the Snowy range, over the Berthoud pass, is near two thou.and fi t hicrh r 
than the Black Hills, making a total difference of some four thou nd fi t in th 
ascent to be overcome between Green river and the summit of thi mo t a t rly 
mountain range. 
In wh~tever aspect this important question may be viewed, wheth r in th 
detail of actual surveys and levelling or in a general gra p of the leading £ atur 
of this part of the continent, .there can be no question but that the nion acific 
Railroad Company, in decidjng to locate over the Black Hill and through 
Bridger's pass, have but conformed to the controlling topographical shaping of 
the region to be traversed by the road: 
Having thus presented the engineering . characteristics of the Berthoud Pass 
route across the Snowy range, in contrast with the two available routes across the 
Black Hill range, showing conclusively that the former does not enter into the 
comparison, it remains to compare the two available Black Hill routes with each 
other. 
'l'aking the entire division between the mouth of the Lodge Pole, oppo ite 
Julesburg, on the east, where the lines diverge, and their point of intersection 
at the western base of the range in the Laramie plains, the facts bearing upon 
the comparison are as follows : 
1. Length of line by Cache la Poudre and Antelope pass, 216 miles. Length 
by Lodge Pole and Crow creek over Evans's pass, 179 miles · difference 37 miles 
in favor of the Lodge Pole route. . ' 
2. The greatest altitude reached by the grade line on the Cache la Poudre 
route is 8,045 feet above the sea. On the Lodge Pole line, 8,242 feet. Difference 
against the Lodge Pole route, 195 feet. ' _ 
The ruling ri10untain gradient, which limits the road over the two routes 
respectively, 'Yill be fifteen to twenty feet per mile less on the Lodge Pole than 
~ould be obtamed on the Cache la Poudre line, giving to the former a very 
important advantage. 
3. L:ngth ?f expensive mountain line across the range, by the two routes 
respectively, 1s by the Cache la Poudre 39¼ miles; by the Lodge Pole 23¼ 
miles. 
This difference is on the eastern slope, and results from the greater elevation 
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of the plajn at the eastern base of the mountain, in the vicinity of the Lodge 
Pole, Crow, and Lone Tree creeks, by near two thousand feet than w1!ere 
the deeper valley of the Cache la Poudre meets the mountain slope. ~ e.:1des 
the cost of ~onstructing the extra length of line by the Cache la P oudre, it may 
be safely assumed that the Lodge Pole line will cost far less per mile than he 
other. 
4. The commercial beadng of the question should not bP. overlooked. Th?n.gh 
the topography of this mountain region forbids the passage of this national 
. thoroughfare directly through the mining region of Colorado, yet the tran ver-e 
valleys favor,a connection by branch. 'I1he intereets of the company of Coloracfo 
and of the nation seem alike to demand such connection. Adopting the Cache 
la Poudre route, the proJJosed branch, as already surveyed along the South P la e 
to Denver, would be 53 miles long, or by the Lodge Pole the branch would be 
lengthened to 112 miles, but the main line shortened 37 miles. 'I1he paramount 
claims of through commerce seemed to the board to give preponderance in the 
aspect of commercial comiderations to the short main line. 
5. The fuel question also enters into the comparison. Coal is found at many 
points along near the base of the mountain, between the Cache la Poudre and 
the Lranches of the Arkansas. North of the Cache la Poudre, though it may 
exist, the swell of the plains before described l1as covered it beyond our reach. 
Coal is also found east and northeast of Denver, on Coal creek, Kioway creek~ 
and other tributaries on the southern slope. The chief engineer reports that 
he has discovered coal northwest of the Platte on Crow creek and Lone Tree 
creek, but far out from the base of the mountain. From this outline of the 
coal field, it will be seen that the Cache la Poudre line passes through or near 
it, while the Lodge Pole line runs some thirty miles north of it. The proposed 
branch to Denver would make it available for either route. If this South Platte 
coal field be passed by, we are not assured of any coal on the line of the road 
between the western slope of Iowa and Rock creek, beyond the Laramie plains, 
a distance of about 650 miles, though possibly it may yet be found intermediate 
by further search or by shafting. 
In the distribution of duties among the government directors, the supervision 
of the location has fallen to the undersigned, and to that I have chiefly given 
my attention. Very thorough and extended surveys of the country, of which 
heretofore so little was known, have been urged, and in this the company has 
expended much time and means. The advantage is apparent, for the very 
favorable route across the Black Hills-certainly with easier gradients and of 
much cheaper construction than was expected-was only discovered, with its 
1 
1 
1 
1 
connections, by the third year's survey. The road is now permanently located 
as far west as Laramie river, 576 miles from the Missouri. The next section 
requiring very critical examination is the Medicine Bow range, the spurs of which 
cross our route. Within the next year the location may be established to Salt 
Lake City, now ascertained by the shortening of the line over the Black Hills 
111 
to be about 1,032 miles from Omaha. 
This report was prepared soon after my return from the mountains, from per-
sonal observation and facts politely furnished by the engineers, but delayed so 
that the levels and distances might be corrected from the official report of the 
chief engineer, only yesterday presented to the board. All which is respect-
fully submitted. 
J. L. WILLIAMS, 
Government Director Union Paciji,c Railroad. 
Hon. 0. H. BROWNING, 
Secr~tary ef tlte Interior. 
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Altitude of various point west of tltc I i ouri rh:er. 
F 
Missouri river at Omaha ..............•.......... - ....... • . • • • 
Columbus station, Union Pacific railroad .... - - . • • • - • - . • • - • • • • • • 
Kearney station, Union Pacific railroad ....... - - . - - - .... .. • - . • • 
One hundreth meridian ................... - . - - . - ... • . • • • • - • • • -
North Platte crossing, near its mouth ........... - ... - • • • • • • • • • • • 
Julesburg ( mouth of Lodge Pole creek) ....... - . • • - • • • • • • • · • • • · • 
Latham (mouth of Cache la Poudre creek) ... - .. - .. - .•. • - • • - • • • -
Mouth of Crow creek .............. - . • . • - - • • - • • - • · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Laporte ................. - . - ... • • - • • • - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Denver ........................... • • • • • • - - • • · · • • • · · · · · · · · · · • 
Golden City, Colorado .............. - - .... • - - • - - • • • • • · · · · · · · · 
Head of Clear Creek caflon ......... - . - .. • - - • • • • • • • • • • · • • · · · · 
Lodge Pole Creek junction ............. - - . • - • • • - • • - • • • · · · · · · · 
Crow Creek crossing ............... - ... - . - • - - • • - • • • • · · · · · · · · 
Evans's pass .................. - .. - . • • • - • - • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
0heyenne pass ..................... - .. - - - • • - • · • • · • · · · · · · · · · 
t:1\~~~l ~::: ~ ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . ~ .. ~ : ~ : : : : : ~ : : : : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : 
if~i=;!.;~;'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Sibyl's pass and Black Hills ................ - - - .. - - . • - • • • • • - - -
Camp W albach .................. - . • • • - - • · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Fort Laramie ................... • - - • • - - • - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Laramie river at mouth of Laramie caiion ...................... . 
Laramie plains at junction of railroad surveys on Laramie river .....• 
The end of the line in Great Salt Lake City .....•.............. 
The mouth of Weber canon ........................... - - . - .. . 
The Devil's Gate in Weber canon .....•........................ · 
The Weber valley at the mouth of Echo canon.· ................ . 
The Weber valley at the mouth of Chalk creek ................. . 
The summit at the head of Chalk creek ....................... . 
rhe summit at the head of Echo can.on .......................• 
The surface of water in Bear river on Chalk Creek line ........... . 
The surface of water in Be::.r river on Echo Canon line ........... . 
The summit between Bear river and Muddy, the rim of Great Salt 
Lake basin ..........••.....••.................•.......... 
In the valley of Muddy, near the overland stage station ...........• 
The surface of water in Black's Fork, two miles below the mouth of 
Muddy .......•............... - - - . - .......• - - - ... - ...... . 
'I'he surface of water in Black's Fork, twenty miles below the above .. 
The summit between Black's Fork and Green river ............... . 
The surface of water in Green river ........................... . 
The summit between Green river and north branch of Bitter creek .. 
The Bitter Creek valley at the junction of Mr. Evans's line .....•.. 
'rbe end of the line in Quilla valley ........................... . 
At the point of the West mountain ...........................• 
'rhe surface of water in the Jordan river at the Narrows ..........• 
In the 'fimpanogos valley at the mouth of the canon ............. . 
In the r:I.'impanogos valley at Kamas prairie ....................• 
On Kamas prairie . . . . .................... ~ ............... . 
The surface of water in Weber river at the north end of Kamas prairie. 
'I'he mouth of Chalk creek in Weber valley ....................• 
7, 
7, 70 
7, 0-0 
7, 0 0 
4,250 
4, 00 
7,175 
4, 2 5 
4,654 
4,89-! 
5,535 
5,645 
7,834 
6,87!) 
7,503 
7,045 
7,567 
7,067 
6,375 
6,257 
6,460 
6,245 
7,175 
6,315 
4,243 
4,267 
4,522 
4,892 
6,391 
6,667 
6,340 
5,645 
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North pass of Cedar mountains .....•....................... .. . 
Great American desert ..........•.................. , .. - . - - . - . 
Reed's pass of Humboldt mountains .......•........•... - • . - - . - -
Humboldt river ••.......•..........••..............•... - - .. -
4,604 
4,480 
6,125 
5,228 
FORT vVA YNE, Ind., December 1, 1866. 
SIR: On the 23d November I had the honor to forward to y ou from New 
York a report of my late recon_noissance over the preliminary lines run for the 
Union Pacific railroad across the first .mount~i.n range. 
At that date the important subject of definite location was before the com-
mittee on location and construction, by reference to them of th e chief engi-
neer's report, the question having beeh virtually na rrowed down to the two 
available routes over the Black Hill range . . 
I now report that the committee, after mature deliberation, recommend the 
line designated in my descriptive report of the 23d ultimo, as "Route No. 7, 
following the divide between Grow creek and Lone Tree creek over E 1.1ans' s 
pass," and that this route was unanimously adopted by the board of directors. 
Its leading advantages over the Cache la Poudre route are, th e saving of dis-
tance, 37 miles, lower maximum grade by 15 or 20 feet per mile, lighter g rading, 
facilitating the rapid .extensi.on of the track, and less obstruction from snow 
drifts, following as it does, on the eastern slope, a ridge instead of a valley. 
The line adopted, in its approach to this mountain, leaves the South Platte 
at Julesburg, following up the valley of Lodge Pole creek 106 miles, and 
thence, bearing a little southward, crosses the Black Hills some ten or fifteen 
miles south of Cheyenne pass. 
Respectfully submitted : 
Hon. 0. H. BROWNING, 
J. L. WILLIAMS, 
Government Director Un ion Pacific R ailroad. 
8ecrr;tary ef the Interior. 
OFFICE UNIO~ PACIFIC. RAILROAD COMPA NY, 
New York, January 7, 1867. 
Sm : The regular quarterly meeting of the board of directors of the Union 
Pacific Railroad Company was held last week, and the undersigned, govern-
ment directors, submit for your infor~~tion, on the condition and progress of the 
,road, the following report : 
Referring to the report of the government directors of S eptember las t, i t was 
stated that our colleague, J. L.)Williams. esq., was t~rnn making an examination, 
with the chief and consulting· engineers of this company, of the Jines surveyed 
in the Rocky Mountain region, and his report on that subject has since been 
made and filed in your department. 
'I1he board of directors have adopted the location of the route via L odge 
Pole creek, over the Rocky mountains at Evans's pat3s, to Laramie river, 580 
miles from Omaha. 
The company are inviting proposals for the construction of the extension of 
the road 275 miles beyond the present terminus, to the above-mentioned p oint, 
with a view of commencing work on the mountain division early in the spring, 
fo advance, so as to have the grading done by the time the track shall have 
reached the base of the mountains. 
The track is laid 305 miles from Omaha, and the necessary engines, cars, 
.and stations furnished for immediate use, though not fully equipped, and has 
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T. J. CARTER, 
SPRINGER HARBAUGH, 
OHAR°LES 'r. SHERMAN, 
J. L. WILLIAMS, 
GEO. ASH1\1UN, 
Government Directors of the Union Pacific Railroad. 
Hon. 0. H. BROWNING, 
Secretary of the Interior, TVashington, D. G. 
WASHINGTON, D. 0., January 10, 1867. 
. Srn : I? complianc~ ~ith your request, we herewith submit to you, in writ-
mg, the :7~ews and opm10ns we expressed to you verbally this morning. 
We VlSlted you at the request and by order of the board of directors of the 
U nion Pacific Railroad Company, as you will see by reference io their resolu-
t ion, a copy of which we presented you at our interview, for the purpose of 
calling your attention to the necessity of fixing, at an early day, the point of 
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the eastern base of the Rocky mountains by the President, as contemplated by 
the 11th section of the act of Congress approved July 1, 1862. 
We believe the progress of the work would b(e facilitated by an early decision, 
for the following reasons : 
.First. The plans of the company, as we understand them, embrace the most 
rapid progress of the work that is practicable, reaching Salt Lake City, or the 
same meridian, in about two and a half or three years. To accomplish this, 
two hundred and fifty to three hundred miles must be built in the year 1867, 
which will include the first or main range of the Rocky mountains, known as 
the Black Hills. Judging from the progress of the past season, during which 
two hundred and forty-five miles of track was laid in eight months, it is consid-
ered practicable, with the experience gained, and the improved facilities for 
transporting materials, to lay two hundred and fifty to three hundred miles of 
track, provided the grading can be prepared. · 
Second. It is evident that the grading of the line over the mountain range, 
which consists of heavy rock excavation and masonry, should be chiefly finished 
by the time the track shall have reached the eastern base of the mountains. 
Although this involves the extra expense of hauling machinery, tools, and sup-
plies forward from the end of the track by teams, an average distance of proba-
bly one hundred and twenty-five miles; yet, with the liberal aid granted by the 
government, it is manifestly the duty of the company to incur this extra 
expense. To postpone the heavy work on the mountains, awaiting cheaper 
transportation by rail, would delay the track-laying for another season. 
Third. In pursuance of this general plan of progress, the board has invited 
proposals for constructing two hundred and seventy-five miles, extending from 
the present terminus, three hundred ·and five miles west of Omaha, to the west 
bank of the Laramie river. But in order to intelligent and safe action in enter-
ing into such contract, it is desirable that the means of payment should be 
understood. This cannot be ascertained until the eastern base of the· Rocky 
mountains shall have been fixed according to the terms of the act of Congress. 
:E,ourth. The provisions of the 8th section of the act of Congress relative to 
the Pacific railroad, approved July 2, 1864, granting government aid to enable 
the company to commence the grading among the mountains between the 
eastern base of the Rocky mountains and the western base of the Sierra Ne-
vada mountains, contemplates and authorizes the commencement of the work 
of grading before the track reaches the eastern base. 
For these reasons, and believing that the President has no~, at the preRent 
time, sufficient data and information to enable him to fix the precise base of the 
Rocky rnouutains, we would respectfully suggest that he at this time fix the 
point within certain limits, leaving the precise points to be settled after the 
President shall have obtained further information from a personal examination 
of an officer of his own selection. 
Such a course would en:tble the company to proceed at once with their con-
tracts, and to carry out their policy, the importance of which we trust will 
justify, in your view, the freedom we take in making this suggestion. 
Very respectfully, 
CHARLES T. SHERMAN, 
J. L. WILLIAMS, 
GEO. ASHMUN, 
T. J. CARTER, 
G01:ernment D irectors ef th.e Union Pacific Railroad Company. 
Hon. 0. H. BROWNING, 
Secretary ef the Interior. 
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IOWA BRA 'CH. 
The "Union Pacific Railroad Company is hereby authorized and r quir d to 
construct a single line of railroad and telegraph from a point on the t rn 
boundary of the State of Iowa, to be fixed by the President of th nit d 
States, upon the most direct and practicable route, to be subject to hi appro 1, 
so as to form a connection with the lines of said company at some point on the 
one hundredth meridian of longitude, aforesaid, from the point of comm nce-
ment on the western boundary of the State of Iowa, upon the same term and 
conditions, in all respects, as are contained in the act for the construction of the 
said railroad and telegraph first mentioned." 
The initial point on the western boundary of the State of Iowa was informally 
fixed by the President of the United States, November 17, 1863, and March 7, 
1864, designated and established upon section 10, township 15 north, range 13 
east, sixth principal meridian in the Territory of Nebraska. · 
Therefore the Union Pacific railroad commences at Omaha, Nebraska; thence 
to 100th meridian of longitude in the Platte Riv~r valley; is thence the main-
trunk road to the western boundary of Nevada Territory or California line. 
CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD OF CALIFORNIA. 
This company was formed and incorporated under the general railroad laws 
of the State of California, June 21, 1861. The places from and to which the 
proposed road is to be constructed are the city of Sacramento and the eastern 
boundary of the State of California. 
By the act of Congress approved July 1, 1862, the Central Pacific Railroad 
Company of California, after completing its road across said State, is authorized 
to continue the construction of said railroad and telegraph through the Terri-
tories of the United States, on the same terms and conditions, in all respects, 
provided in this act in relation to said Union Pacific Railroad Company, until 
said roads shall meet and connect. 
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WESTERN PACIFIC RAILROAD OF CALIFORNIA. 
'I.1his company is organized under the laws of the State of California, ex-
tending from Sacramento to San Francisco, by way of San Jos e. 
The above-described companies form the continuous through line from the 
Missouri river at Omaha to the .Pacific ocean at San Francisco. 
NORTH B"AN CH TO SIOUX CITY. 
Under the a.ct of Congress July 1, 1862, this company is formed as provided: 
"And whenever there shall be a railroad completed through Minnesota or Iowa 
to Sioux City, then the said Pacific . Railroad Compamy is hereby authorized 
and required to construct a railroad and telegraph from said Sioux City, upon 
the most direct and practicable route, to a point so as to connect with the branch 
railroad and telegraph in this section hereinafter mentioned, or with the Union 
Pacific railroad; said point of junction to be fixed by the President of the 
United States not further west than the one hundredth meridian of longitude 
aforesaid, and on the same terms and conditions as provided in this act for the 
construction of the Union Pacific railroad aforesaid, and complete the same at 
the rate of one hundred miles per year." 
By the act amended July 2, 1864, this branch is transferred to such company, 
now or hereafter organized, as the President of the United 8tates may desig-
nate or approYe for that purpose, and is now in progress accordingly. 
SOUTH BRANCH UNION PACIFIC RAILWAY, EASTERN DIVl8ION. 
This company exists in the State· of Kansas, unger " An act to incorporate 
the Leavenworth; Pawnee, and Western Railro~d Company," enacted in 1855, 
and subseq~ently changing its corporate title. 
By the act of Congress July 1, 1862, this company is authorized to con-
struct a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri river, at the mouth of the 
Kansas river, on the south side thereof, so as to connect with the Pacific railroad 
of Missouri, to the aforesaid point on the one hundredth meridian of longitude 
west from Greenwich, as herein provided, upon the same terms and conditions 
in all respects as are provided in thi~ act for the construction of the railroad line 
first mentioned, and the Leavenworth, Pawnee and Western Railroad Company 
may construct their road from Leavenworth to unite with the road through 
Kansas. 
The route was changed by act of Congress iu 1866: "Provided, said company 
shall be entitled to only the same amount of bonds of the United States, to aid 
in the construction of their line of railroad and telegraph, as they would have 
been entitled to if they had connected their said line with the Union Pacific 
railroad on the one hundredth degree of longitude, as now required by law; and 
provided further, that said company shall connect their line of railroad and tele-
graph with the Union Pacific railroad, but not at a point more than fifty miles 
westwardly from the meridian of Denver, in Colorado." 
CENTRAL RRANCH, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD. 
This company was organized in the State of Kansas as the Atchison and 
Pike's Peak Railroad Company, and, recently changing its title, derives its rights, 
franchises, and grants, assigned it by the Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad Com-
pany . 
.By act of Congress, July 1, 1866, the Hannibal and St.Joseph Railroad Com-
pany of Missouri may extend its road from St. Joseph, via Atchison, to connect 
with the road through Kansas, upon filing its assent to the provisions of this act, 
upon the same terms and conditions in all respects for one hundred miles in 
length, next to the Missouri river, as are provided in this act for the construction 
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of the railroad and telegraph line fir t m ntion d c nd mn 
any railroad charter which ha o_r may be grant d b~ ;1 l 
This road commences at Atcb1"on, Kan • , odm w 
connect with Union Pacific railway, ea tern di i ion· th 
Union Pacific railroad at one hundredth meridinn w 
change of route of the Union Pacific re i~wa a, t rn 
gress in 1866 conflicts with uch conn ctlon . 
The aforementioned companie include all th 
are now authorized to be paid, thouO'h sev ral f th 
able land grants in aid : . . 
Pacific railroad <if l\Iissouri.-In op rnhon from t. _m 
Scntthwest branch, .Missouri.-In operation from ~ r oklrn 
Jine, to Rolla, but recently organized a th tlauti and 
tending by the proposed route, near 35th parall l, to ifi 
Central Pacific qf Arkansas.-From 1emphi , i Littl B 
Mempliis and El Paso.-Through Arkan a and 'I x . 
Soutli Pacijic.-From Shreveport, Loui iana through 1 xn . 
Gulf and Pacijic.-}"'rom itatagorda bay, T xn tbrouu-h an 
Diego ; also connecting with proposed line in Mexico to u m 
8mttk Pacific, ef California.-From San Franci co to an 
San Francisco and Central Pacijic.-From Sacram nto t 
Northern Paci.fie-From Lake Superior to Puget ound. 
Many of the above-mentioned companie have appli d for 
in aid of construction, and bills are now pending before ongr of th nit 
~tates for that purpose; therefore a comparison of the propo d r ute , c nu · 
tions, and distances is importaut to decide the que tion a to their m rit • nd 
necessity. 
The lines of railroad in operation and progress from th princip l point iu 
the present railroad system to connect with the Union Pacific railroad ar 
shown as follows : 
South branch, from Wyandotte, via Lawrence, ]"'ort Riley, Denver, to 
Junction, base of Rocky mountains ......... _ ... _ .. _ .......... _ 
From Wyandotte, via Leavenworth, St. Joseph, and Council Bluff::1 
branch road Union Pacific rai.lroad, to Rocky mountains. ___ . _ .. _ . 
Prom proposed connection at or near Omaha-
Via Cedar Rarids, Clinton, to ChicHgo .... _ .. _ ... _. _ .. _. _. _ .. __ . _ 
Via Rock Island, to Chicago. _ ........ _ .. __ . _. __ .... ___ .... _. _ 
Via Burlington, (Iowa,) to Chicago .. __ ... __ ... ___ ...... _ . ___ .. _ 
Via St. Joseph and Kansas City, to St. Louis ... __ .. . __ . _ .. _ ... _ .. 
Via St. Joseph, Macon, to St. Louis ..... ___ ......... _ . _ ... ___ .. _ 
Via St. Joseph and North Missouri extension._._ .. _ .. ___ .. ___ . __ . 
Via Chicago, Sarnia, Montreal, to Portland._._. ___ . __ .. _ •.. _ .... _ 
Via Chicago, Detroit, Suspension bridge, Albany, to Boston. ___ .• _ . _ 
Via Chicago, 'I1oledo, Cleveland, Dunkirk, to New York .. _. _____ •. _ 
Vi~W· Joseph, Quincy, Springfield, (Illinois,) Fort Wayne, Pittsburg, 
entown, to New York. ___ ._ ..... _ ...•. __ •.... _ ... _. __ .. __ 
Via Burlington, (Iowa,) Logansport, Fort Wayne, Pittsburg Allen-
town, to New York .... _ .. _ .. __ . ___ .. _ .. _._ ... _____ . _ ~ ... _ .. 
Via St. JoE1eph, St. Louis, Indianapolis, (Indiana,) Columbus, (Ol:;iio,) 
Pittsburg, to Philadelphia ... _ ... __ . ____ . _ . __ . _. __ . ___ . ____ . _ 
Via St. Louiil, Cincinnati, Parkersburg, to Baltimore .. _____ ._. ___ .. 
Via St. Louis, Cincinnati, Parkersburg, to Washington. __ . _. __ ...•. 
Via St. Louis, CairQ, Corinth, Atlanta, Augusta, to Charleston, (S. C.) .. 
Via St. Louis, Cairo, Columbus, (Kentucky,) to Mobile .....•.....•. 
Via St. Louis, Cairo, Memphis, Jackson, to New Orleans ...... _ ... . 
Mil. 
713 
699 
502 
492 
505 
468 
421 
452 
1,643 
1,522 
1,450 
1,454-
1,386 
1,419 
1,349 
1,320 
1,466 
1,099 
1,210 
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Via San Francisco, Omaha, to St. Louis .............. - - - - • - • • • • · 
Via San Francisco, Omaha, to Chicago .•...•.. . ..•..... - - - - - • - - · 
Via New York, St. Louis, to San F1:ancisco .•..••..•..... - - - - - - • • · 
Via New York, Chicago, to San 1!,rancisco .............. - - - - • • - • • · 
Via Washington, Cincinnati, St. Louis, to San Francisco .....••• - - - -
Via Washington, Harrisburg, Chicago, to San Francisco ..... - - - - - - • 
2,311 
2,392 
3,385 
3,291 
:3,210 
3,233 
By comparison of the above dietances, it is evident that the principal Atlantic 
and Gulf ports and prominent railroad centres, as well as of trade and commerce, 
have equal facilities to a common point on the Pacific coast by the Union and 
Central Pacific railroads, and quite as favorable routes as the other proposed 
lines. 
The undulations, or rise and fall, will be seen by the following table: 
Distances and lieiglits between Omaha and San Francisco. 
Miles. 
Init.ial point, Missouri river, Omaha .......................... . .. ~ .... .. . 
One hundredth meridian. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . 247 
Base Rocky mountains................................ . . . . . 517 
Summit Evans's pass...................................... 548 
Laramie river....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 578 
Summit Rattlesnake pass................... . ............... 613 
North Platte.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 667 
Bridger pass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 690 
Green river.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 820 
Reed's summit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91 0 
Salt Lake City. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 035 
Cedar mountains.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
American desert....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .. . . I , 161 
Humboldt mountains .................. . ............................... . 
Humboldt valley.............. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 1,243 
Feet above 
sea. 
965 
2,504 
6,019 
8.248 
1;115 
7,560 
6,695 
7,534 
6,092 
7,556 
4,286 
4,604 
4,480 
6,125 
5,220 
Truckee river. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 526 . .. . . .. .... . 
Nevada and California State line............................ 1, 560 . ... . . .. . 
Summit Sierras.............................. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1, 620 .. · 7,042 
Western base Nevada mountains............................ l, 709 .... .. .. 
Sacramento city....... . . . • . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. l, 716 .. · · Tide. 
San Jose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I, 836 •• • .. . . .. . .. 
San Francisco. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . I , 890 ..... ... 
Omaha to base of mountains and branch to Denver. . .. . . . . . . . . 630 · · · · 5, 302 
GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES. 
The act of Congress provides that each of the companies referred to in the 
.act of 18G2 and amendments thereto may receive United States bonds, payable 
in thirty years, with six per cent. interest, at the rate of $16,000 per mile on 
portions of the line; $48,000 per mile for most mountainous and difficult of con-
struction, viz., 1.50 miles westwardly from the eastern base of the Rocky 
mountains, and 1;50 miles eastwardly from the western base of the Sierra Ne-
vada mountains; $32,000 per mile between the sections last named; also, 
12,800 acres per mile of every alternate section of public land, designated 
by odd numbers, on each side of said railroad on the line thereof, upon the 
certificate of United States commissioners that twenty consecutive miles are 
completed. 
The companies are authorized "to issue their first-mortgage bonds on their 
respective railroad and telegraph lines to an amount not exceeding the amount 
.of the bonds of the United States, and of even tenor and date, time of maturity, 
rate and character of interest, with the bonds authorized to be issued to said 
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L.IWISLATIO . 
Referring to the original act of Congress granting aid to Pacific railro d , th 
principles recognized and objects to be obtained are fully expre ed in the titl 
"To secure for government the use of the same for postal, military, and other 
purposes, and upon the most direct, central, and practicable route through th 
'rerritories of the United States, at the same time providing for the everal branch 
lines to afford connections with the principal lines of railroads iu the we t rn 
States between 35° and 45° of latitude, and thus concentrating all the line in 
the eastern States from Maine to Georgia, terminating at the most important 
cities and seaports on the Atlantic coast." 
The subject of legislation is increasing in importance, affecting the interests 
of nearly every department of business, and is less of a political and more of a 
_national character in regard to railroads. As the system is extended, the colli-
sion of interest is so formidable that it requires more than ordinary vigilance and 
£rmness for the protection of the public interests, and it is almost impossible to 
hope that, from the separate and connected proceedings of bodies whose exist-
ence commences and terminates with occasion of each particular project, there 
should issue any distinct system uniform in its foundation and principle. 
It cannot be too constantly kept in view that the great difficulties are now 
o~ly beginning to be experienced, th_at que~tions for decision are comparatively 
s1mple. so long as each new scheme 1s applicable to a new and separate district 
of c~uutry_, but when its interests extend through adjoining States or across a 
contment 1t becomes of paramount importance. 
It may be said with propriety, the present time exhibits an era in the history 
of the country; that this is a day in which the public mind is stimulated by a 
.great spirit ot enterprise, and there is no doubt enterprise desires encouragement; 
yet all must admit that enterprise itself is not commendable when it degen-
erates into a mere spirit of speculation. 
One of the forms in which this spirit now exhibits itself is that of railroads ; it 
is ever deserving, in proper limits and bounds, of our encouragement, but in this 
very matter is liable to tend to generate speculation and distrust. 
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This state of things calls for great discretion and conaideration ; one part of 
the principle that is to govern us is, that we avoid the hasty granting of corpo-
rate powers ; the other warns against the infringement of already granted pow-
ers. A general motive and rule of conduct to be observed with great caution 
is, that they bfl established where a clear necessity for them exists; thi is re-
quired as well for the publ ic as for individuals. 
If there is not an essential exigency, a high demand, for the proposed work, 
all · the expense incurred is so much improperly expended-lost to the commu-
nity, ancl not of sufficient public utility and use to require its promotion for 
the time being. 
On the other hand, a persistive course of legislati vc interference with the ·ra-
rious pursuits of commercial and indu::;trial enterprise, and with the complex re-
lations of supply and demand, for the purpose of protecting the public intere t, 
has abundantly proved the fallacy upon which it is based. Enlightened public 
sentiment now justly condemns any restrictions by legal enactments upon the 
free operations of traffic and commerce. 
Railroads, as compared with any other mode of transportation on land, it 
needs no argument to prove, can have no successful competition; they are to a , 
certain extent exclusive just in proportion to their superiority, and the safe opera-
' tion of a road requires. unity of action, a combination ·of deta ils which cannot be 
obtained without confining the management of the traffic within the limits of its 
control. 
No benefits have been obtained by competition for a long period, except in 
populous districts where the traffic is sufficient to afford adequate income to 
rival lines, but in such cases it may well be questioned whether the public inter-
est is enhanced by competition. , 
':raking it for granted that a large proportion of the cost of transportation con· 
sists of the amount and use of capital invested, from which :w income is ex-
pected, it is evident that an equal amount of business could be done much cheaper 
with the same profit on one line than if the same traffic is divided between two or 
more lines; consequently the general welfare is more effectually promoted by a 
single road properly conducted and restricted than by competition by rival lines, 
and often results, as it may in the Jines referred to, in consolidation of the roads 
instead of competition injurious to the capital, thus requiring an income on in-
.creased investments from the regions contributing to the traffic. 
Every improvement whenever made among nations l10lding intercourse with 
each other-and it is emphatically true of different parts of the same nation-
every such improvf'ment results in the common benefit of the whole. Every 
product enters into and forms a part of the elements 
1
of other products. 
Transportation is an item in the cost of production, which is enhanced in value 
in proportion to the cost of conveying it from the original µlace of creation to 
the place of consumption or ultimate use; therefore whatever facilitates trans-
portation and diminishes expense, enriches the communities producing and con-
suming. 
vVe now learn, and a large part of the world understand, that for commerce 
to rest on tl.i e most solid basis, it must deal on the largest scale in commodities 
which command the largest consumption. ft only remaius to consider this sub-
ject now 
FINANCIALLY AND COMMERCIALLY. 
W'ith these views, and the experience of other Jines constructed, the railroad 
system has been extended in the eastern States between the most important 
cities, connecting the manufacturing and mechanical with the mineral and agri-
cultural districts-the commercial and seaport towns with the rural villages 
and country, yielding an average remunerative income on the investment. 
The capital required has been derived from stock subscriptions, and from 
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States and cities, yet a large pro~o:·tion i, loan cl n ond-- and mort 
ing priority of lien to other_ cunh , . . 
In the western State' th1, mou rn . ·,tern Jin h. rn pi . mot d 
h 
the Mississippi river, by inc1ivilna1 nt 1yri. l ·ombm •d ~\'1th loan. :~11 l 
ties of States, countie , anc1 proc ch of lan<l ~·nntl'l wl11 ·h ha. 1 1 1 l~ . • 
rich regions through which the road va:-i., an 1 mer n cl th.' valn ° 11 op 1 t. 
along their lines more than the whole co t f th r n l n 1: <l mun ti' 1L ·d rn 
their official reports. 
When railroads were first introduc cl om m n w ml •r <l · oth r. 11 1· d n1 n 
their success as impo ibl ; most clonbtccl it ciwr: profiti~lil<, im· ' tm •nt. :u t1 
few deemed it necessary to act with for thourrht th •n r-. pl' ·trn"' th m · th 1· ·f l'l' 
from lack of skill in their con 'truction, in .·pnirn •<, in m:uw•l"t•1111 nt an1l '',lll 
of sagacity in financial affair , many of lh nrlr 1~1' .1' ·t:-1 pm~ I'll un:u · · ·. ful 
pecuniarily, to those who inv ted with bop of c11v1clt>1Hl: and 111 ·c~UH! · '< tlw ' 
have increased the value of property, elev ·lo ec.l tb l'Cll ur · •. ot th · ·ountr •, 
and now we more fully renliz th ir ucce8 . . 
We ought, therefore, to fully uncl r tan 1 what ad Yant, ~ : w l ·1-n- •, wha 
evils to guard against, and con ,i_der the b t mode t obta1~1 0!1' ancl a~· rt th 
other, and duly exercise our judgment and apply corr ct prm ·1pl , n m oth r 
affairs of business. 
Although many volumes have been written exhibiting _th ph~ i al l!oliti .' _ l. 
and moral aspects of the country, apart from tbe qnally mt r :tm t 11c4 f it 
commercial, financial, and "'ocial intere..,t , with which th y nr n , .:o ·l l.' "'l 
allied, yet an accurate knowledge of the effect of tbi combinati n i, b • n 
means generally possessed, even by those who ' p cuniary r onr nr t , 
large extent influenced, prompted, and intimately identified in their r ·ult 
safe investments. 
Railroad securities, stocks, and bonds of our main lines are now ought 
most favorite investments, and rank favorably with other financial lm n in th 
market, and may continue so if prudent measures are taken to ecure auc.1 I ro-
tect them. . 
The amount issued to receive dividends should represent the l ea t po . .., ibl 
cost to secure those holding them. If, however, large amount of uch bond 
and stocks are to be negotiated by rival lines and adverse intere ts, it will oon 
tend to depreciation, or suspension, of all such proj ects, as the uncertainty of reg-
ular dividends affects the value of such securities more than the ultimate payment 
of the principal, as that is secured and fixed in future. 
If we turn our attention to finances, we find no subject so agitates the minds 
of tlie people as the currency and the broader questions of the proposed national 
financial policy in funding and preparing for maturing debts at the lowest pos ·i-
ble rate of interest, affecting prices and values, which is a matter of hope and 
fear to every citizen, until something definite is settled; and, as a practical mat-
ter of reform, we must return to specie payments, though not accomplished sud-
denly, yet by steady and constant contractions. This question as to value of 
currency is not one of national honor, credit, confidence, or of ultimate security, 
but of the rnlation of supply and demand, which fixes prices of currency as 
other commodities. 
'l'he amount of aid now authorized by the government is estimated at over 
sixty millions of dollars for the main line and branches. .(t therefore becomes 
a serious consideration whether hundreds of miilions more should now be granted, 
though it would develop the region of the proposed routes advocated, and tend 
to concentrate traffic upon other lines of railroads in the immediate vicinity. 
Yet it may equally subserve the public interest to limit the subsidy to such 
amounts as is absolutely necessary for that purpose, and to go on to complete one 
main line to the Pacific, by concentrating all the capital, energy, and traffic, and 
Ex. Doc. 2--3 
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making that remunerative, rather than to divide our resources among several 
rival lines with uncert!lin success. 
It is probable the trade and travel will astonish those who have not inves ti-
gated the subject, when the road is fully in operation to the mineral regions of 
the mountains ; though the local traffic in an unsettled country is small at tLe 
early completion of such improvements, yet it will afford increased facilities to 
the government for "postal, military, and other purposes," as it waa designed• 
All objects of human use naturally tend towards the points where they are de-
manded for consumption, and the removal of natural obstacles, by artificiA-1 trans-
portation has enabled the productions of our great western interior to comply 
with this principle of trade, and those interior productions tend to their market-3 
at the seaports, at several points. . 
This country is especially adapted to become a great commercial one; its for-
ests of timber, its mines of iron and coal, its rivers and harbors, its connections 
with so many foreign countries by steamers and sailing vessels, and the new 
links now soon to be made between the east and the west, forming a thorough-
fare between Europe, California, and China, we shall naturally become, to a 
large extent, the carrier of the world's products, and take the place Venice and 
Holland once held, and Eng·land now holds, if judicious measures are taken to 
promote such results. 
Tei the enterprise and science of our capitalists and engineers belong the 
merit of announcing and influencing this law of trade, a triumph of art over na-
ture as truly magnificent as astounding. 
This system of ' railroad lines is drawing the whole trade area to the Atlantic 
cities, and the exchangeable values created in every other part of the Union. 
Truly this trade conquest has produced a revolution in the internal commerce, 
making the whole nation tribut~ry to a few commercial cities. 
It is claimed as an axiom, that the commerce of a country increases in dis-
tinct proportion to the improvements of its railroad system, and that railroad de-
velopment is one of the most powerful and evident causes of the increase of com-
merce. 
The exports and imports bear a variable but appreciable proportion to the in-
land traffic of a country. 
The one source of wealth, national and individnal, next to the energy and in-
dustry of our people, is the large quantity of lands held and granted for public 
improvement, which will soon become settled and add to the traffic and pro-
ductions of the country. 'rhough not all at present susceptible of profitable 
cultivation, from the dry climate in the mountain region, yet they will be used 
for grazing, and, like India, Egypt, and Mexico, ultimately will be irrigated by 
artificial methods, and become fertile. 
The public lands along the lines are of great value, an inheritance unsur-
passed byanynation in the past, whicb,whenfullydeveloped by its agriculturals, 
minerals, precious metals, lead, iron, and other resources will be increased many 
fold in value by the improvements projected. 
·we are aware it jg the legitimate province of the government to administer 
justice and protect its citizens; the establishment of agricultural and commercial 
pursuits, and legislation of an analogus character, can hardly be said to be con-
fined .to its purposes. 
'rhere are reasons why public sentiment should approve and be the condition 
precedent to legislation. Railroad extension is not promoted in the Jong run by 
ruinous projects or wasteful financiering, but should tend to restore credit, and 
hasten the payment of the public debt by increasing the taxable property and 
wealth of the nation. 
. The pursnits of commerce are absolutely essential to other department~ of 
rndustry, to render them remunerative. The facilities of a market are even vital 
u .. ION PACIFIC R ILRO D C ~IP ~ r, 
Hon. 0. H. BROWNING, 
Secretary of the Interior, Wasliington, D. C. 
U~ION PACIFJC RAILROAD OFFICE, 
20 Nassau street, New York, Marcli -2, 1867. 
Srn: 'I1he gove1:nment ~irec~ors o~ the Union Pacific Railroad Oompa}?.y have 
the honor to submit the fo1lowmg· brief report for your information, in regard to 
its affairs and proce~dings since our last report : . 
At a regular meetrng of the board of directors, just closed, a contract was con-
clnd~d for the construction of 212 miles of the line, extending from the prrsent 
ter~111\1s to the base. ~f the Rocky mountains, at $42,000 . and $45,000 per mile, 
which rncludes prov1s10n for ample equipment and stations. 
The work. will be immediately commenced on that portion, of which about 
40 miles of the grading is in progress already. 
The ties for a large proportion of the distance are delivered on the.line, ready 
for use. . 
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Iron rails are n~w peiU:g forwarded to the road, and manufactured as r equired 
for use. 
Thirty locomotives are ordered for delivery at an early date as the traffi c de-
mands. 
The P?rtion of the road completed has been accepted and turned over to the 
company for traffic, with favorable prospects for a large amount of ti:ansporta-
tion over the road completed, the ensuing season, to the mining regions, thus 
affording greatly increased facilities. The reports of the engineers, and re ul~s 
of surveys and examinations for bridging the Missouri river, at the eastern termi-
nus of the road, have been submitted to the directors, with proposals, plans, and 
estimates, wllich 'Yere referred to a committee on that subject, and are under 
consideration. Though no definite decision has been made, yet it is confidently 
expected that the work will be commenced as soon as the season will p ermit. 
Without further details, we are gratified to state, generally, that the work of 
the ~ompany is progressing with as much energy as the means within its power 
can justify. We shall take pleasure in furnishing you any information requested 
that may be desired. 
In view of its importance, we desire to make a suggestion, supplementary to 
our letter to JOU' of the 7th d'ay of January, on the subject of fixing the points 
designated in the act of Congress as the eastern base of the Rocky mountains. 
Everything tends to show more clearly the importance of an early decision of 
this question, and we respectfully invite your 'early attention to it. 
Respectfully submitted: 
Hon. 0. H. BROW~ING, 
T. J. OAR'rER, 
SPRINGER HARBAUGH, 
J. L. WILLIAMS, 
CHARLES r_r. SHERMAN~ 
GEORGE ASHMUN, 
Government Directors Union Pacific Railroad. 
S-ecretary, ef the Interior, Wasllington, D. C. 
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